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Nomenclature

A cross-sectional area [m2]
Adc apparent contracted cross sectional area

at downcomer entrance [m2]
Arc apparent contracted cross sectional area

at riser entrance [m2]
D axial dispersion coefficient [m2

·s
-1]

 d diameter [m]
dB bubble diameter [m]
dc diameter of column [m]
Fr Froude number = rG gDU /
g gravitation acceleration [m·s

-2]
H height [m]
HD dispersion height [m]
kD acceleration coefficient at downcomer entrance
Kf total friction coefficient
kLa volumetric mass transfer coefficient 

based on the liquid phase concentration driving force [s-1]
kR acceleration coefficient at riser entrance
M number of mixing state in riser
Mo Morton number
MW molecular weight
N number of mixing state in circulation loop
O oxygen concentration [mg O2·L

-1]
P total pressure [atm]

2OP oxygen partial pressure [atm]
Q flowrate [m3

·s
-1]

R gas constant [L·atm·(mg O2)-1
·K

-1]
Re Reynold number
Sφ source term
T temperature [K]
t  time [s]
U superficial velocity [m·s

-1]
UBT terminal bubble rise velocity [m·s

-1]
V volume [m3]
v velocity [m·s

-1]
VB bubble volume [m3]
Vb∞ bubble rise velocity in infinite medium [m·s

-1]
VD dispersion volume [m3]
vL linear liquid velocity [m·s

-1
]

vLr  linear (interstitial) liquid velocity in riser [m·s
-1]

vM velocity of total phase (gas+liquid) [m·s
-1]

Vs slip velocity [m·s
-1]

2OY mole fraction of oxygen in gas phase
z axial coordinate [m]
Z dimensionless axial coordinate
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Greek symbols
ε gas hold-up
ρ density [kg·m-3]
ξB frictional loss coefficient at the bottom
ξT frictional loss coefficient at the top
φ total circulation path flow resistance in the flow circuit
         or parameter in Eq·2·1·4·1            
σ surface tension [kg·m-2]
µ viscosity [kg·m-1

·s
-1]

µeff effective viscosity [kg·m-1
·s

-1]
γ ratio of the number of liquid states

to the number of gas states

Superscripts
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⎯ average

Subscripts
0 ungassed
1 at the top
2 at the bottom
c in the core region of a BC
d downcomer
DT    draft tube
e entrance
F feed
G gas
i ith stage
in inlet
K phase K
L liquid
m at the conditions for which JG was measured
out outlet
p in the middle point of the riser or column
r riser
tc top connection
top gas seperator
z axial direction



CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1 General Ideas

Various types of reactors have been used in biotechnological processes 

such as conventional stirred-tank reactors and bubble columns. Among these, an 

airlift reactor (ALR) has emerged as a potential alternative. Apart from the simple 

design and control, the main advantage of the ALRs over the counterpart bubble 

columns lays at the hydrodynamic performance because a rather high liquid 

circulation can be obtained in the ALR, but not in the bubble column. And when 

compared to the stirred tank, the ALRs provide an attractive good mixing without 

producing too high shear force, which could be detrimental to living cells in the 

system. In addition, the maintenance of the ALR is much simpler and easier than the 

effort necessary to maintain the integrity for the stirred tank because no mechanical 

components are used in the ALR. This is not to mention that the only power input to 

the ALR is derived from the power needed to overcome the hydrostatic pressure in the 

column, whilst an extra power is needed in the stirred tank to move the agitator. The 

use of ALRs have increased drastically in the biotechnological areas such as the bio-

treatment of wastewater and other aerobic fermentation processes particularly the 

three phase systems.

In the development of the ALR, it is important that we understand the 

transport mechanism in the system. This can be done in two ways: (i) experimentally, 

and (ii) mathematically. A mathematical model is significant as it helps us simulate 

what is going to happen without having to do tedious experiments. Also it is an 

important tool if one needs to design a system for particular purposes such as a system 

with a high rate of gas-liquid mass transfer or a system with a high liquid circulation 

velocity.

Mathematical models can generally be categorized into two major forms. 

The first form is developed from the statistical analysis of experimental results which 
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is usually known in terms of a correlation between various parameters. This is 

significant as it facilitates in the determination of various parameters (at steady state) 

in the system, such as the gas holdup, liquid velocity and volumetric mass transfer 

coefficient. However, this type of model lacks the ability to predict the dynamic 

behavior of the system. In such circumstances, one needs to develop a second form of 

mathematical model which is based on mass and energy balances of the system. This 

model is time-dependent and can be used to predict the transient behavior of the 

system. The combination between the first and second types of models will enable us 

to describe the overall performance of the system.

Most of the models reported in the literature often were derived based on 

the assumptions of ideal conditions. (Dhaouadi et al. 1996) This can be a major flaw 

and it might be the reason why there were times that model predictions were 

inaccurate. (Choi 1999) The aims of this work are to develop a mathematical model 

for the airlift contactor system that is capable of explaining the non-ideality of the 

system, and to carry out experiment needed for the verification of the model.

1.2 Objectives

This work is set out to develop a suitable mathematical model capable of 

explaining the oxygen mass transfer behavior of an airlift contactors (ALCs).

1.3 Working Scopes

Equipment limitations

- The ALC employed in this work has dimensions as shown in Table 

3.1.

- The gas superficial velocity in this work ranges from 0.00367 to 

0.0381 m·s-1 (limited by the air compressor).

- The liquid phase dispersion coefficient is estimated from the 

residence time distribution of the acid pulse tracer in the ALC.



CHAPTER 2
Backgrounds and Literature Review

2.1 Backgrounds: Airlift Contactor

2.1.1 Classification of airlift contactors

Airlift contactors (ALCs) can be classified into two major types, the

external loop and internal loop as shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.1.

      Split ALC   Concentric ALC     External loop ALC
               (A1)         (A2)                                          (B)

Figure 2.1. Airlift contactors: (A1) and (A2) are internal-loop airlift contactors and (B) is external-loop
airlift contactor.

The internal loop ALC is simply a conventional bubble column that is

separated into two sections by a baffle plate (split-type ALC, Figure 2.1(A1)) or a

cylindrical tube (concentric ALC, Figure 2.1(A2)).

Air outletAir outlet

Air inlet Air inlet

Air outlet

Air inlet
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The external loop type is the ALC of which riser and downcomer are

physically separated as two columns interconnected at the top and bottom for liquid

flow as depicted in Figure 2.1(B).

2.1.2 Transport mechanism in ALCs

Figure 2.2. Basic structures of airlift contactor

The ALCs comprise three connecting zones: riser, downcomer and gas

separator. The split-type ALC is chosen to illustrate the major components of ALCs,

each of which is described as follows:

1. Riser is the section through which gas is sparged, creating a net upward

flow of fluid. This upflow of fluid is replaced by the recirculating fluid

from downcomer.

2. Fluid from riser enters the gas separator from which a large portion of gas

disengages out at the top surface. The flow pattern in this section is similar

to that found in CSTRs where the highly turbulence exists.

3. After the disengagement of gas bubbles, liquid and the remaining gas

bubbles enter the downcomer. As the fluid in this section contains less

proportion of gas, the density of the fluid becomes greater than that in

other sections of the ALC. This creates a downward movement of the fluid

Air outlet

Air inlet
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which leaves the downcomer at the bottom and enters the riser together

with the supplied gas.

The movement of the fluid in the ALC is primarily caused from the

momentum transfer of gas bubbles to the liquid. However, as the majority of gas

bubbles passes through the riser and leaves at the gas separator, this creates the three

distinct zones each of which contains different proportion of gas bubbles as described

above. Hence, a fluid circulation pattern is induced in the system as “lighter” fluid (in

the riser) moves upwards and “heavier” liquid moves downwards.

2.1.3 Hydrodynamic behavior in the ALCs

Investigations of hydrodynamic behavior of ALCs have been numerous as

will be described in detailed in Section 2.2. It is surprising to learn that various

hydrodynamic parameters can be mathematically correlated. Many investigators had

developed a number of correlations to describe the relationships between various

hydrodynamic parameters in the ALC. Those correlations developed for the external

loop ALC are summarized in Table 2.1 whilst Table 2.2 is for the internal loop ALC.

Table 2.3 summarizes most of the correlations that have been reported for both types

of ALCs.
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Table 2.1. Correlations between various hydrodynamic parameters for external loop ALCs.

Author Equation Remark
Merchuk et al,
1981 G

GU
ε

 = 1.03(UG + UL) - 0.33
dr = dd = 0.14 m.

Bello et al, 1984

ULr = 1.55(Ad/Ar)0.74 UGr
1/3

tmtc = 3.5(Ad/Ar)0.5

(KLa)r   = 2.28(UGr/ULr)0.9(1+Ad/Ar)-1

Media: water and 0.15
kmol/m3  NaCl
Ad/Ar = 0.11-0.69
dr = 0.152 m
dd = 0.05 - 0.102 m
HD= 1.8m

Calvo and Leton,
1991

mean liquid velocity in the central core

)1(2
0

ε−
= L

Lc
UU

Energy balance:

ερρρρ gHvv
d
Hv

A
AK

P
gHUP LsL

L
LcL

r

d
f

L
Gmm ++=⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+ 3

0
3

1
2.0

2
11ln

gas hold-up

LpLcs

Gp

vvv
U

++
=

5.0
ε

 Ad = 0.1 m
Ar = 0.1 m
H0 = 2.15 m

Kemblowski et al,
1993

78.0

012.0
0

31.0
203.0 ⎥

⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
=

dLr

rGr
r AU

AU
M
Frε

Media: water, water
with surfactant, glycol
solutions, sugar syrup,
CMC solution
 UGr = 0.001- 0.5 m·s-1

ULr = 0.07-1.3 m·s-1

ULr / UGr = 1-153
 Fr = 0.0005 - 14.1
 Mo = 0.247 -  0.39
Ad/Ar = 0.11-1
 H/dr = 10.2-228
 Ad/Ar = (5.6 –360)×10-5

 ReLr = 40-130,000
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Table 2.2. Correlations between various hydrodynamic parameters for internal loop ALCs.

Author Equation Remark

Bello et al, 1984
ULr = 0.66(Ad/Ar)0.74 UGr

1/3

Ad/Ar = 0.13, 0.35 and

            0.56,

dr = 0.152 m

dd = 0.05 - 0.102 m

HD= 1.8 m

Zhao  et al, 1994

When H≥ 0.8 m

86.009.056.05 )/()/()/(1033.9 −−×= cGGGccL gdUUUdadK σµµρ

When H< 0.8 m.

∗×= −−− 31.013.0229.03 )/()3/()/(1095.2 cGcGGccL gdUdUUdadK ρµρ

             5.0)( −

cd
H

Media: Newtonian and

non-Newtonian liquids

dc = 0.14 m

UG = 0.007 - 0.6 m·s-1

 µ = 0.001 - 1.26 Pa·s

  σ = 0.03 - 0.07 N·m

Gavrilescu and

Tudose, 1998

Linear liquid velocities in riser and downcomer:

)1(
)1(

,

,

GdLddL

GrLrrL

VU
VU

ε

ε

−=

−=

an acceleration coefficient:

d

dc
D

r

rc
R

A
Ak

A
Ak

=

=

5.0

2
,

2

2

22
,

2

,,
,

)1(
111

)1(
111

)(2

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

−⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
−+

−⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
−

−
=

dGd

r

DrGR

dGrGD
rL

A
A

kk

gH
U

εε

εε

0.05<UGr<0.12 m·s-1

Shamlou et al,

1995 ⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡

−⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡ ++
= 3

5.0

3
,,05.0

)1(

)(
)(12

G

G

B

rLrGBTL
L d

UUCUDaK
ε
ε

π

Medium: Fermentation

broth of  Saccharovisiae

cerevisiae
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Table 2.3. Correlations between various hydrodynamic parameters for both external and

internal loop ALCs.

Author Equation Remark

Bello et al, 1985b

Liquid velocity effects:

kLaDHD = 2.28(UGr/ULr)0.9(1+Ad/Ar)-1

 Grε = 0.16(UGr/ULr)0.57(1+Ad/Ar)

for external loops:

Gdε  = 0.79 Grε  - 0.057

for internal loops:

Gdε  = 0.89 Grε

for external loop:

Ad/Ar = 0.11-0.69

for internal loop:

 Ad/Ar = 0.13,0.35

 and 0.56

dr = 0.152 m

 dd = 0.05 - 0.102 m

HD= 1.8m

UGr = 0.0137-

          0.086 m·s-1

Sparger: perforated

stainless plate with 52

holes of 1.02 mm

Chisti et al,  1988

5.0

2
,

2
,

,,
,

)1()1(

)(2

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

×
−

+
−

−
=

d

r

dG

B

rG

T

dGrGD
rL

A
A

gH
U

ε
ς

ε
ς

εε

H= 3.21 m.

Reactor volume 1.46 m3

dr = 0.142 m.

Ad/Ar = 0.11- 1

Calvo , 1988

Energy balance: 

P1UG1ln
1

01

P
gHP Lρ+ = 0

3

2
1 gHVV

A
AK LsLdL

r

d
f ρερ +

Mean gas hold-up equation

srL

G

vv
U

+
=

,
ε

0.01<UG<0.06 m·s-1

Chisti et al,

1988b

ε = 2.47UG
0.97        

ε  = 0.49UG
0.46

For UG < 0.05 m·s-1

For UG > 0.05 m·s-1
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2.1.4 Transient models  in ALCs

When compared to the hydrodynamic models, far fewer investigations

were carried out on the development of a mathematical model that was based on mass

and energy balances of the system. This type of model is useful in predicting the

transient behavior of the ALC particularly at the start up, shut down, or when there is

changes in operating conditions. Some of these models are summarized as follows:

Dhaouadi et al, 1996: In an airlift system

Navier-stokes equation was applied (for all sections) to explain the

behavior of the system:

Φ+
∂
Φ∂

∂
∂

+Φ
∂
∂

−=
∂
Φ∂ S

zz
U

zt k
eff

k
k )()()(

ε
σ
µ

ρε
ρε (2.1.4.1)

Dhaouadi et al, 1997: In an external loop airlift reactor

The ALC was divided into several sections, and equations for both liquid

and gas phases were developed:

Liquid phase:

- riser :   None

- gas-liquid separator : subsection 1 (originally called PMR1)

)(
)1(

)(
)1(

*1
L

g

L
LLe

g

L OOaKOO
V

Q
dt

dO
−

−
+−

−
=

εε
(2.1.4.2)

- gas-liquid separator : subsection 2 (originally called PMR2)

)( ,
2

1
LeL

PMR

L OO
V

Q
dt

dO
−= (2.1.4.3)

- dowmcomer :

z
Ou

dt
dO L

L
L

∂
∂

−= (2.1.4.4)

- bottom junction : (originally called PMR3)

)(
3

1
LLe

PMR

L OO
V

Q
dt

dO
−= (2.1.4.5)
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Gas phase:

- riser :

y
M

OOaK
zP

Pyu
z
yu

dt
dO

L

w
LLLGG

G

ρ
)(1 * −−

∂
∂

−
∂
∂

−= (2.1.4.6)

- gas-liquid separator : PMR1

)()( *
L

G

L
GGe

G

GG OOaKOO
V

Q
dt

dO
−−−=

εε
(2.1.4.7)

- gas-liquid separator : PMR2 Neglected

- downcomer     Neglected

- bottom junction  Neglected

Choi, 1999: In an External-Loop Airlift Reactor

Oxygen balance equations at various sections of the ALC were derived

from the mass balance condition:

- For the 1st stage of the gas phase in riser:

)()1()(
1,

*
1,

,

1,,,,,1,
LL

r

r
L

irr

GrGNMGdGinGrG OOaK
V

OQOQQ
dt

dO
GG −

−
−

−+
= +

ε
ε

ε
γ

(2.1.4.8)

- For the 1st stage of the liquid phase in riser:

)(
)1(

)(
1,

*
1,

,

1,,1,
LLL

rir

LNMLLL OOaK
V

OOQ
dt

dO
LL −+
−

−
= +

ε
(2.1.4.9)

- For the ith stage of the gas phase in riser:

)()1()(
,

*
,

,

,1,,
iLiL

r

r
L

irr

iGiGGrriG OOaK
V

OOQ
dt

dO
−

−
−

−
= −

ε
ε

ε
γ

(2.1.4.10)

- For the ith stage of the liquid phase in riser:

)(
)1(

)(
,

*
,

,

,1,,
iLiLL

rir

iLiLLiL OOaK
V

OOQ
dt

dO
−+

−

−
= −

ε
(2.1.4.11)

- For the gas phase in the top section above the riser:

)(
)1())((

1,
*

1,
,

1,,,,1,
++++

++++ −
−

−
−−

=
LLGG

GGGGG
NMLNMG

tr

tr
L

trir

NMGMGtcGrGNMG OOaK
V

OOQQ
dt

dO
ε
ε

ε
 (2.1.4.12)

- For the liquid phase in the top section above the riser:

)( 1,
*

1,
1,

++++
++ −=

LLGG

LL
NMLNMLL

NML OOaK
dt

dO
(2.1.4.13)
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- For the gas phase in the downcomer and bottom conection:

)(
)1()(

,
*

,
,1,,

iLiL
d

d
L

cid

iGiGGdciG OOaK
V

OOQ
dt

dO
−

−
−

−
= −

ε
ε

ε
γ

(2.1.4.14)

- For the liquid phase in the downcomer and bottom conection:

)(
)1(

)(
,

*
,

,

,1,,
iLiLL

dic

iLiLLiL OOaK
V

OOQ
dt

dO
−+

−

−
= −

ε
(2.1.4.15)

2.2 Literature Review: Hydrodynamic and Time

Independent Models of ALCs

The behavior of bioreactors is determined not only by the reactor

geometry but also by its hydrodynamic properties. Therefore knowledge of liquid

velocities and (local) gas hold-up is essential for a reliable prediction of mixing and

mass transfer characteristics.

Several models have been proposed in order to describe flow behavior in

an ALC. In most cases, the models were based on experimental data in some forms of

empirical correlations specific to a particular ALC. Verlann et al,1986 for instance,

applied the drift-flux model of Zuber et al, 1965, supplemented with an empirical

correlation for two different pilot scale ALCs with a working volume of 0.165 m3 and

0.6 m3 respectively. The model was adapted for non-isobaric conditions and took into

account non-uniform flow profiles and gas hold-up distributions across the duct. The

model was able to accurately predict liquid velocities and (local) gas hold-up in the

ALC (with approx. 10% error). Calvo, 1989 studied and modeled hydrodynamic

behaviors in three different airlift contactors and with three different draft tube

diameters. The simple model based on an energy balance in airlift reactors was shown

to predict liquid circulation and gas hold-up in each device. Calvo et al, 1991 later

applied this simple model to the prediction of gas hold-up in the bubble column (BC)

over a broad range of geometrical configurations and experimental conditions, and

compared the results with the ALC performance. In this model, it was assumed that

the energy input due to isothermal gas expansion in the riser of each contactor was

dissipated to counterbalance the friction at the gas-liquid interface which caused the

liquid motion. The liquid circulation model for draft-tube sparged concentric-tube
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airlift reactors was developed using an energy balance over the circulation loop by

Gavrilescu and Tudose, 1997. In this work, an energy balance of concentric tube

airlift reactors was developed to explain liquid circulation velocities, taking into

account the energy losses along the total circulation loop, especially at the bottom and

top sections. Such losses are caused by apparent contraction of the cross-sectional

area, and quantified by the acceleration coefficients that were estimated using

measurements of static pressure profiles. Sáez et al, 1998 suggested the new

mathematical model capable of predicting accurately hydrodynamic parameters of a

gas-lift reactor. The information on gas hold-up profiles in the riser section, and liquid

circulation velocities was included in the model. The model was based on

macroscopic balances for gas-liquid separator and external downcomer, and spatially-

averaged, one-dimensional mass and momentum balances in the riser.

2.3 Literature Review: Dynamic Model of ALCs

Mass transfer was one of the most important designed parameters of gas-

liquid reactors for either chemical or biochemical applications. Various methods for

the mass transfer calculations on the basis of the dynamic method have been

published. Almost all the previous works took into account the effects of pressure on

gas solubility, especially for tall columns; few of them took into account the axial

dispersion of the liquid phase. Nearly all of the reported models neglected the oxygen

depletion in the gas phase. Hence, neither the oxygen profiles in the liquid phase nor

in the gas phase was considered.

Andre et al, 1983 developed a simple criterion that represented the well-

mixed conditions both in the liquid and gas phases. A tank-in-series model for both

the riser and the downcomer was also employed to represent the deviation from the

ideal case. However, the system was assumed to work with very low gas throughput

so that the circulation of the gas phase in the downcomer did not have to be

considered.

Dhaouadi et al, 1996, 1997 proposed that the model of the airlift reactor

system could be formulated by dividing the reactor into four sections: riser, gas-liquid

separator, downcomer, and bottom junction. In this model it was found that the riser

could well be interpreted as a bubble column, the downcomer as a plug flow with
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axial dispersion, and the remaining two sections, gas-liquid separator and bottom

junction, as CSTRs with and without bubbles, respectively. All the model equations

were derived principally from the Navier-Stokes equation which considered only one

dimension (usually ignored the radial effects), and this system of differential

equations was solved in the real time domain.

Choi, 1999 developed a mathematical model for the external-loop airlift

reactor. In this study, the model considered both the effect of the gas circulation rate

and the role of the downcomer in oxygen transfer. It was reported that the oxygen

concentrations in the contactor varied with time and position. Hence, he used a tank-

in-series model to explain the behavior of the riser, and in each tank the fluid was

separated into the liquid and gas regimes with the mass transfer between them. The

tank-in-series model was also applied to the gas separator and downcomer sections.

All of these models were based on mass balance of oxygen in both liquid and gas

phases.

It can be seen that there have been attempts to develop mathematical

models for the various types of ALC, most of which were based on their assumptions

of ideal reactors or at most a reactors-in-series model. However, several experimental

works revealed that there existed the “non-ideality” of the ALC systems. (Andre et al,

1983 and Choi, 1999) Therefore this work aims at the development of the

mathematical model which is capable of describing the non-ideal behavior of the

“split-type” ALC (Figure 2.1(A1)). This includes mainly the effect of axial dispersion

and the interaction between the gas and liquid phases.



CHAPTER 3

Experiment

3.1 Experimental Apparatus

 Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the Split-type Airlift Contactor  (Split ALC).
       1. pH meter, 2.pH probe, 3.Rotameter

Air Pump

HDT
HL

1

2

2

Liquid feed

Liquid out

3
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Figure 3.1 shows a schematic diagram with detailed design of the airlift

contactor (ALC) used in this study. The airlift vessel is made of acrylic plastic with 5

mm wall thickness. A split-type ALC is employed where the vessel is divided into

two sections by a rectangular plastic plate. The ratio between the riser to downcomer

cross-section areas (Ad/Ar) can be adjusted by changing the location of this plastic

plate (Ad/Ar = 1 where the plastic plate is installed in the middle of the vessel). The

plate is located 0.1 m above the base of the contactor. A series of measuring ports are

attached along the column height with 0.1 m spacing between each port for pressure

measurement. Also these ports are used as a tracer injection point to measure liquid

velocity and to determine the residence time distribution (RTD) in the ALC. The

height of the vessel is 1.2 m which makes the nominal volume of 15 litres, but the

unaerated liquid height in the vessel is controlled at 1.08 m. which corresponds to a

working liquid volume of 13.5 litres.

Compressed air is injected at the bottom of the airlift contactor through a

porous sparger. Air flow rates are measured by a calibrated gas rotameter and

controlled by a valve attached to a gas compressor. Gas superficial velocity in the

riser varies from 0.00367 to 0.0381 m·s-1. Tap water is used as liquid phase and it is

continuously added into the downcomer with liquid feed rate ranging between (6.853

to 10.769)x10-6 m3·s-1, and the total volume is controlled by the drain located at the

top of the gas separator. The location of the drain is not fixed, but variable to ensure

that the total volume of liquid in the contactor is 13.5 litres. The airlift contactor

works in a continuous fashion for both liquid and gas phases, at atmospheric pressure

and a constant temperature of 23oC.

Experimental conditions and the dimensions of the experiment equipment

are summarized in Table 3.1.
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3.2 Experimental Methods

3.2.1 Experiment Preparation

All experiments described below are subject to the preparation described in this

section.

1. Calibrate the rotameter. This is accomplished using the technique of replacement

of air in water.

2. Fill column with tap water up to the level of 1.08 m, this level is called “unaerated

liquid height” (0.05 m above acrylic plastic plate).

3. Sparge air through a porous sparger on the contactor base. A precalibrated

rotameter is used for the adjustment of air volumetric flow rate (which is fixed

constant at a decided value, e.g. 0.0381 m3·s-1).

4. Wait for a few seconds until no further changes in bubble distribution in the

dispersed volume are observed.

5. Add tap water continuously into the riser entrance with a liquid feed rate ranging

between (6.853 to 10.769)x10-6 m3·s-1. The total volume is controlled by the drain

located at the gas separator.

3.2.2 Measurement and Calculation of Residence Time Distributions

Derivation of equations used to determine the residence time distribution

The residence time distribution (RTD) of the liquid phase are determined

experimentally by using the tracer response technique where an inert chemical tracer

is injected into the contactor at a certain time (t=0) and then its concentration in the

effluent stream is measured as a function of time. This input is treated as a perfect

pulse input, although in practice it is impossible to obtain a perfect pulse. However, a

rapid, turbulent injection of the tracer may be approximated as a perfect pulse, i.e. the
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injection takes place over a very short period compared to residence time in the

various segments of the contactor. It is also assumed that the amount of dispersion

between the point of injection and the entrance of the contactor is so small that the

system can be treated as an open system.

The volume of tracer is kept small in relation to the total volume within

the contactor and injection is carried out as quickly and smoothly as possible. The

effluent concentration-time curve is referred to as the C curve in the RTD analysis.

The curve C(t) allows us to determine the residence time function (or the exit-age

distribution function), that describes in a quantitative manner how much time different

fluid elements spend in the contactor.

To obtain the E(t) curve from the C(t) curve, we divide C(t) by the

integral: ∫
∞

0

)( dttC  which is the area under the C curve. This area can be found using

the graphical integration:

i

n

i
i

i
i

ttC

tC
tE

∆
=

∑
=

)(

)(
)(

1

(3.2.1)

)(tE is the most frequently used of the distribution functions which are

related to contactor analysis.

Since the functions of distribution are obtained as discrete values of the

concentration at the time, i.e. C(∆ti), the value of the residence time (ts) and its

variance (σ2)  are obtained from the following relationships:

∑
∑

∆

∆
≅

ii

iii
s ttC

ttCt
t

)(
)(

(3.2.2)
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iisi

ttC
ttCtt

∆
∆−

≅
∑

∑
)(

)()( 2
2σ (3.2.3)

These values, st and 2σ , are directly linked by theory to 
uL
D . For cases

where nonsymmetrical E curves exist, a large deviation from plug flow condition is

implied and 
uL
D  can be evaluated from: (Levenspiel and Smith, 1957)
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σ (3.2.4)

Residence time measurement

1. Inject 40ml of hydrochloric solution (2N) as a pulse tracer into the port at the

downcomer entrance.

2. Analyze the concentration of acid at the detection points (located in the middle of

downcomer just under the injection point, middle of riser, and at the gas separator)

using a pH meter (EYELA model FC-2000).

3. Plot C curve and determine the residence time distribution and its variance using

Eqs. 3.2.1-3.2.3.

4. Determine the dispersion coefficient using Eq. 3.2.4.

3.2.3 Experimental Repetition

All the experiments are repeated at various gas superficial velocities, i.e,

0.00367, 0.0153, 0.0230, 0.0305, 0.0381 m·s-1 and also various liquid feed rates, i.e,

(6.85, 7.83, 8.81, 9.79, 10.769 )x10-6 m3·s-1.

3.3 Mathematical Models: Derivation

Basically, an airlift contactor consists of three distinct sections; riser,

downcomer, and gas separator (Figure 2.2). Each section exhibits different

hydrodynamic behavior and mixing performance. It is necessary to understand both

hydrodynamics and mixing characteristics of the system when designing a reactor.

Many researchers paid attention on different methods in developing a mathematical

model of the unsteady state oxygen transfer in the ALCs. Verlann et al., (1989) who

studied the mixing behavior in individual sections of an external loop airlift contactor

by time domain analysis found that the gas separator could be fairly described as a

well mixed region, while the riser and downcomer by plug flow condition. Similarly,

Merchuk and Siegal (1988) investigated a simple model for split airlift contactors

which represented by two plug flow zones for the riser and downcomer whilst

completely mixed zone for the gas separating section. The model was found
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reasonable in describing the well-mixed behavior in the top section but it neglected

the effect of axial dispersion both in riser and downcomer.

For the sake of generality of the model, this work will concentrate mostly

on the dynamic models that are capable of describing the mass transfer performance

in various sections of the ALC. The following derivations lead to various types of

mathematical models for the ALC. These models include:

1. The CSTR model 2. The PFR model

3. The CSTRs-in-series model 4. The Dispersion model

Note that, in the riser of the ALC, liquid flows in a similar fashion to a

plug-flow but the gas bubbles cause mixing in this region. Therefore it is not certain

on the types of model that are suitable for describing the behavior of the riser. The gas

separator, on the other hand, can be regarded as a completely mixed section as the

liquid and gas bubbles from the riser enter and change their flow direction

instantaneously. This results in a high level of back mixing. Therefore this section

will only be described by a CSTR model. The behavior of the fluid in the downcomer

is closer to the plug flow condition as only a few portion of gas bubbles enters this

section which means that the level of mixing in this region is rather low. Hence, the

downcomer should be described using either the PFR or CSTRs-in-Series models.

However, in the following, we will divide the detailed derivation of the mathematical

models for the ALC into three categories: (i) the CSTR model, (ii) the CSTRs-in-

Series model, and (iii) the Dispersion model. Firstly, in the CSTR model, all regions

(riser, gas separator, and downcomer) will be modeled by the CSTR. Next, in the

CSTRs-in-Series model, the riser and downcomer will be represented by CSTRs in

series, whilst the CSTR will be used to represent the gas separator. Lastly, the

Dispersion model will consider both riser and downcomer as a plug flow region with

dispersion, whereas the gas separator will still be modeled as a region of completely

mixed. To obtain the PFR model, one can simply fix the values of all dispersion

coefficient in the Dispersion model to be zero.
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Note that in the actual simulation, other combinations of these various

types of mathematical model is possible, for instance, the riser can be represented by

the Dispersion, whereas the downcomer is explained by the CSTRs-in-Series model.

The model will include the interaction between the liquid and gas phases

as the oxygen from gas bubble will be transferred into the liquid. The non-ideal

behavior of the system will be included in terms of the axial dispersion of the liquid in

the riser and downcomer. All the model derivation will start from the mass balance

equation Eq. 3.3.1. 

(3.3.1)

The assumptions for the derivation of the model are summarized here.

1. The system is isothermal.

2. There is no radial effect in the ALC.

3. Oxygen is sparingly soluble in water and Henry’s law can be applied to

explain the solubility of oxygen in the contactor.

4. The behavior of the gas in the system is ideal.

5. The operating parameters, e.g. gas holdups, liquid circulation flow rate, are not

a function of time and space.

6. The volumetric mass transfer coefficient(KLa) is constant and identical for all

sections in the contactor.

The last assumption is considered suitable for small to medium scale ALCs which

should be able to apply to case studies in this work.

Accumulation
within the system

Input into system
boundaries

Output from
system boundaries

Generation within
the system

Consumption
within the system

=

+

-

-
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3.3.1 The CSTR Model

As described earlier, the model of airlift contactor system is formulated

based on the concept that the airlift contactor is divided into three sections: riser, gas

separator and downcomer (see Figure 2.2). To develop a CSTR model to describe the

ALC, it is assumed that all of the elements of ALC behave like a completely mixed

tank (see Figure 3.2), after which, each component in Eq. 3.3.1 can be formulated.

The development of the model for each section of the ALC follows:

Riser

1. The accumulation of oxygen in the CSTR:

Accumulation of O2 in the gas phase = rGrr O
dt
dV ,ε (3.3.1.1)

Accumulation of O2 in the liquid phase = rLrr O
dt
dV ,)1( ε− (3.3.1.2)

2. Input to CSTR.

in gas phase: 

1. O2 into the volume element with air inlet flow = inGinGrr OvA ,,ε (3.3.1.3)

2. O2 into the volume element with the recycled gas bubbles

from downcomer section = dGdGdd OvA ,,ε (3.3.1.4)

in liquid phase:

1. O2 into the volume element with the recycled liquid

from downcomer section = dLdLdd OvA ,,)1( ε− (3.3.1.5)

2. O2 into the volume element with mass transfer

= )()1( ,
*

, rLrGrLr OOaVK −− ε (3.3.1.6)

Note: O2 into the volume element with feed flow rate (QL,FOL,F) = 0

           as it is assumed that O2 in the liquid feed is very dilute.
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3. Output from CSTR

in gas phase:

1. O2 out from the volume element with gas flow = rGrGrr OvA ,,ε (3.3.1.7)

2. O2 out from the volume element with mass transfer

= )()1( ,
*

, rLrGrLr OOaVK −− ε (3.3.1.8)

in liquid phase:

O2 out from the volume element with liquid flow

= rLrLrr OvA ,,)1( ε− (3.3.1.9)

Gas separator

1. The accumulation of oxygen in the CSTR:

Accumulation of O2 in the gas phase = topGtoptop O
dt
dV ,ε (3.3.1.10)

Accumulation of O2 in the liquid phase = topLtoptop O
dt
dV ,)1( ε− (3.3.1.11)

2. Input to CSTR.

in gas phase:

O2 into the volume element with gas flow

from riser section = r,Gr,Grr OvAε (3.3.1.12)

in liquid phase:

1. O2 into the volume element with liquid flow

from riser section = r,Lr,Lrr OvA)1( ε− (3.3.1.13)

2. O2 into the volume element with mass transfer

= )()1( ,
*

, topLtopGtopLtop OOaVK −− ε (3.3.1.14)

.
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3. Output from CSTR

in gas phase:

1. O2 out from the volume element with gas flow

= top,Gtop,Gtoptop OvAε (3.3.1.15)

2. O2 out from the volume element with mass transfer

 = )()1( ,
*

, topLtopGtopLtop OOaVK −− ε (3.3.1.16)

3. O2 out from the volume element with

gas over flow = top,Gout,Gtoptop OvAε (3.3.1.17)

in liquid phase:

1. O2 out from the volume element with

liquid flow = top,Ltop,Ltoptop OvA)1( ε− (3.3.1.18)

2. O2 out from the volume element with

 liquid overflow = top,Lout,Ltoptop OvA)1( ε− (3.3.1.19)

Downcomer

1. The accumulation of oxygen in the CSTR:

Accumulation of O2 in the gas phase = d,Gdd O
dt
dVε (3.3.1.20)

Accumulation of O2 in the liquid phase = dLdd O
dt
dV ,)1( ε− (3.3.1.21)

2. Input to CSTR.

in gas phase:

O2 into the volume element with gas flow from

 gas separator section = topGtopGtoptop OvA ,,ε (3.3.1.22)

in liquid phase:

1. O2 into the volume element with liquid flow from

gas separator section = topLtopLtoptop OvA ,,)1( ε− (3.3.1.23)
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2. O2 into the volume element with mass transfer

= )()1( ,
*

, dLdGdLd OOaVK −− ε (3.3.1.24)

3. Output from CSTR

in gas phase:

1. O2 out from the volume element with gas flow = dGdGdd OvA ,,ε (3.3.1.25)

2. O2 out from the volume element with mass transfer

= )()1( ,
*

, dLdGdLd OOaVK −− ε (3.3.1.26)

in liquid phase:

O2 out from the volume element with liquid flow

= dLdLdd OvA ,,)1( ε− (3.3.1.27)

Combining Eqs. 3.3.1.1-3.3.1.27 gives the mass balance equation Eq.3.3.1 for O2 in

the ALC as follows:

Gas phase in the riser.

)()1( ,
*

,,,,,,,, rLrGrLdrGrGrrdGdGddinGinGrrrGrr OOaVKOvAOvAOvAO
dt
dV −−−−+= εεεεε

(3.3.1.28)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.1.28 with rrVε  gives:

r

rLrGLd

rr

dGdGdd

r

rGrGrinGinGr
rG

OOaK
V

OvA
V

OvAOvA
O

dt
d

ε
ε

ε
ε )()1()( ,

*
,,,,,,,

,
−−

−+
−

=

where

OG = 
RT

PYO2 (3.3.1.30)

According to Henry’s law, the partial pressure of oxygen in the gas phase at

equilibrium is proportional to the concentration of oxygen in the liquid film.

H
RTO

H
P

O GO
G == 2*  (3.3.1.31)

 Liquid phase in the riser
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)()1()1()1()1( ,
*

,,,,,, rLrGrLrrLrLrrdLdLddrLrr OOaVKOvAOvAO
dt
dV −−+−−−=− εεεε

(3.3.1.32)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.1.32 with rr V)1( ε−  gives:

)(
)1(

)1()1(
,

*
,

,,,,
, rLrGL

rr

rLrLrrdLdLdd
rL OOaK

V
OvAOvA

O
dt
d

−+
−

−−−
=

ε
εε

(3.3.1.33)

Gas phase in the gas separator

topGoutGtoptoptopGtopGtoptoprGrGrrtopGtoptop OvAOvAOvAO
dt
dV ,,,,,,, εεεε −−= ()1( topLtop OaVK−− ε

Dividing Eq. 3.3.1.34 which toptopVε  gives:

top

topLtopGLtop

top

topGoutGtoptopGtopGtop

toptop

rGrGrr
topG

OOaK
V

OvAOvA
V

OvA
O

dt
d

ε
ε

ε
ε )()1()( ,

*
,,,,,,,

,
−−

−
+

−=

(3.3.1.35)

 Liquid phase in the gas separator

topLtopLtoptoprLrLrrtopLtoptop OvAOvAO
dt
dV ,,,,, )1()1()1( εεε −−−=−

 )()1()1( ,
*

,,, topLtopGtopLtoptopLoutLtoptop OOaVKOvA −−+−− εε

(3.3.1.36)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.1.36 which toptop V)1( ε−  gives:

top

topLoutLtoptopLtopLtop

toptop

rLrLrr
topL V

OvAOvA
V

OvA
O

dt
d )(

)1(
)1( ,,,,,,

,
+

−
−

−
=

ε
ε

)( ,
*

, topLtopGL OOaK −+

(3.3.1.37)

Gas phase in the downcomer

)()1( ,
*

,,,,,, dLdGdLddGdGddtopGtopGtoptopdGdd OOaVKOvAOvAO
dt
dV −−−−= εεεε
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Dividing Eq. 3.3.1.38 which ddVε  gives:

d

dLdGLd

dd

dGdGddtopGtopGtoptop
dG

OOaK
V

OvAOvA
O

dt
d

ε
ε

ε
εε )()1( ,

*
,,,,,

,
−−

−
−

=

(3.3.1.39)

Liquid phase in the downcomer

dLdLddtopLtopLtoptopdLdd OvAOvAO
dt
dV ,,,,, )1()1()1( εεε −−−=−

)()1( ,
*

, dLdGdLd OOaVK −−+ ε (3.3.1.40)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.1.40 which dd V)1( ε−  gives:

)(
)1(

)1()1(
,

*
,

,,,,
, dLdGL

dd

dLdLddtopLtopLtoptop
dL OOaK

V
OvAOvA

O
dt
d

−+
−

−−−
=

ε
εε

(3.3.1.41)

3.3.2 The CSTRs-in-Series model

In this model, the flow of the gas and liquid phases in both sections; riser and

downcomer, are interpreted as CSTRs connected in series and the gas separator

section is still treated as a CSTR.
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A schematic diagram of a CSTRs-in-Series model is shown in Figure 3.3. It

is assumed that the total numbers of CSTRs in riser and downcomer are equal to N

and M, respectively. The model development follows.

Riser

1. The accumulation of oxygen in the CSTRs-in-Series at the ith CSTR (i = 1, 2,.. ,

N):

Accumulation of O2 in the gas phase = irGrr O
dt
dV ,,ε (3.3.2.1)

Accumulation of O2 in the liquid phase = irLrr O
dt
dV ,,)1( ε− (3.3.2.2)

2. Input to CSTRs-in-Series

In the CSTRs-in-Series at the first CSTR:

in gas phase: 

1. O2 into the first CSTR with air inlet flow = inGinGrr OvA ,,ε (3.3.2.3)

2. O2 into the first CSTR with the recycled gas bubble

from downcomer section = MdGdGdd OvA ,,,ε (3.3.2.4)

in liquid phase:

1. O2 into the first CSTR with the recycled liquid from

downcomer section = MdLdLdd OvA ,,,)1( ε− (3.3.2.5)

2. O2 transfer from the gas bubbles

into the liquid = )()1( 1,,
*

1,, rLrGrLr OOaVK −− ε (3.3.2.6)

Note: O2 into the volume element with feed flow rate (QL,FOL,F) = 0

      because O2 in the liquid feed is very dilute.

In the CSTRs-in-Series at the ith CSTR:

in gas phase:

O2 into the ith CSTR from the gas flow (i = 2, 3, …, N)
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= 1,,, −irGrGrr OvAε (3.3.2.7)

in liquid phase:

1. O2 into the ith CSTR from the liquid flow (i = 2, 3, …, N)

2. O2 transfer from the gas bubbles into the liquid

for ith CSTR = )()1( ,,
*

,, irLirGrLr OOaVK −− ε (3.3.2.9)

3. Output from CSTRs-in-Series

In the CSTRs-in-Series at the ith CSTR (i = 1, 2, …, N):

In gas phase:

1. O2 out from any ith CSTR with gas flow

= irGrGrr OvA ,,,ε (3.3.2.10)

2. O2 out  from any ith CSTR with mass transfer to the liquid phase   

= )()1( ,,
*

,, irLirGrLr OOaVK −− ε (3.3.2.11)

in liquid phase:

O2 out from any ith CSTR with liquid flow

= irLrLrr OvA ,,,)1( ε− (3.3.2.12)

Gas separator

1. The accumulation of oxygen in the CSTR:

Accumulation of O2 in the gas phase = topGtoptop O
dt
dV ,ε (3.3.2.13)

Accumulation of O2 in the liquid phase = topLtoptop O
dt
dV ,)1( ε− (3.3.2.14)

2. Input to CSTR.

in gas phase:

O2 into the volume element with gas flow

from riser section = NrGrGrr OvA ,,,ε (3.3.2.15)
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in liquid phase:

1. O2 into the volume element with liquid flow

from riser section = MrLrLrr OvA ,,,)1( ε− (3.3.2.16)

2. O2 into the volume element with mass transfer

= )()1( ,
*

, topLtopGtopLtop OOaVK −− ε (3.3.2.17)

3. Output from CSTR

in gas phase:

1.O2 out from the volume element with gas flow

= topGtopGtoptop OvA ,,ε (3.3.2.18)

2.O2 out from the volume element with mass transfer

 = )()1( ,
*

, topLtopGtopLtop OOaVK −− ε (3.3.2.19)

3.O2 out from the volume element with

gas over flow = topGoutGtoptop OvA ,,ε (3.3.2.20)

in liquid phase:

1.O2 out from the volume element with

liquid flow = topLtopLtoptop OvA ,,)1( ε− (3.3.2.21)

2.O2 out from the volume element with

 liquid overflow = topLoutLtoptop OvA ,,)1( ε− (3.3.2.22)

Downcomer

1. The accumulation of oxygen in the CSTRs-in-Series at the ith CSTR (i = 1,2,..,,

M):
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Accumulation of O2 in the gas phase = 
dt

dO
V idG

dd
,,ε (3.3.2.23)

Accumulation of O2 in the liquid phase = 
dt

dO
V idL

dd
,,)1( ε− (3.3.2.24)

2. Input to CSTRs-in-Series

In the CSTRs-in-Series at the first CSTR:

in gas phase: 

O2 into the first CSTR with gas flow from gas separator section

= topGtopGtoptop OvA ,,ε (3.3.2.25)

in liquid phase:

1.O2 into the first CSTR with liquid flow from gas separator section

topLtopLtoptop OvA ,,)1( ε− (3.3.2.26)

2.O2 into volume element with mass transfer

)()1( 1,,
*

1,, dLdGdLd OOaVK −− ε (3.3.2.27)

In the CSTRs-in-Series at the ith CSTR (i = 2, 3, …, M):

in gas phase:

O2 into the ith CSTR with gas flow

= idGdGtoptop OvA ,,,ε (3.3.2.28)

in liquid phase:

1.O2 into the ith CSTR with liquid flow

= idLdLtoptop OvA ,,,)1( ε− (3.3.2.29)

2.O2 into volume element with mass transfer

= )()1( ,,
*

,, idLidGdLd OOaVK −− ε (3.3.2.30)

3. Output from CSTRs-in-Series

In the CSTRs-in-Series at the ith CSTR (i = 1, 2, …, M):
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in gas phase:

1.O2 out from the ith CSTR with gas flow = idGdGdd OvA ,,,ε (3.3.2.31)

2.O2 out from the ith CSTR with mass transfer

= )()1( ,,
*

,, idLidGdLd OOaVK −− ε (3.3.2.32)

in liquid phase:

O2 out from the ith CSTR with liquid flow

= idLdLdd OvA ,,,)1( ε− (3.3.2.33)

Combining Eqs. 3.3.2.1-3.3.2.33 gives the mass balance equations for O2 in the

contactor as summarized below:

Gas phase in the riser

At the first CSTR(i=1):

)()1( 1,,
*

1,,1,,,,,,,,,, rLrGrLrrGrGrrMdGdGddinGinGrrirGrr OOaVKOvAOvAOvAO
dt
dV −−−−+= εεεεε

(3.3.2.34)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.2.34 with rrVε  gives:

r

rLrGLr

rr

MdGdGdd

r

rGrGrinGinGr
rG

OOaK
V

OvA
V

OvAOvA
O

dt
d

ε
ε

ε
ε )()1()( 1,,

*
1,,,,,1,,,,,

1,,
−−

−+
−

=

(3.3.2.35)

where

OG = 
RT

PYO2 (3.3.1.30)

According to Henry’s law, the partial pressure of oxygen in the gas phase at

equilibrium is proportional to the concentration of oxygen in the liquid film.

H
RTO

H
P

O GO
G == 2*  (3.3.1.31)

At 2<i<N:

)()1( ,,
*

,,,,,1,,,,, irLirGrLdirGrGrrirGrGrrirGrr OOaVKOvAOvAO
dt
dV −−−−= − εεεε
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 Dividing Eq. 3.3.2.36 with rrVε  gives:

r

irLirGLd

r

irGirGrGr
irG

OOaK
V

OOvA
O

dt
d

ε
ε )()1()( ,,

*
,,,,1,,,

,,
−−

−
−

= − (3.3.2.37)

Liquid phase in the riser

At the first CSTR(i=1):

)()1()1()1()1( 1,,
*

1,,1,,,,,,1,, rLrGrLrrLrLrrMdLdLddrLrr OOaVKOvAOvAO
dt
dV −−+−−−=− εεεε

(3.3.2.38)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.2.38 with rr V)1( ε−  gives:

)(
)1(

)1()1(
1,,

*
1,,

1,,,,,,1,,
rLrGL

rr

rLrLrrMdLdLddrL OOaK
V

OvAOvA
dt

dO
−+

−

−−−
=

ε
εε

(3.3.2.39)

At 2<i<N:

irLrLrrirLrLrrirLrr OvAOvAO
dt
dV ,,,1,,,,, )1()1()1( εεε −−−=− −

)()1( ,,
*

,, irLirGrLr OOaVK −−+ ε (3.3.2.40)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.2.40 with rr V)1( ε−  gives:

)(
)(

,,
*

,,
,,1,,,

,, irLirGL
r

irLirLrLr
irL OOaK

V
OOvA

O
dt
d

−+
−

= − (3.3.2.41)

Gas phase in the gas separator

topGoutGtoptoptopGtopGtoptopNrGrGrrtopGtoptop OvAOvAOvAO
dt
dV ,,,,,,,, εεεε −−=

Dividing Eq. 3.3.2.42 with toptopVε  gives:

top

topLtopGLtop

top

topGoutGtoptopGtopGtop

toptop

NrGrGrr
topG

OOaK
V

OvAOvA
V

OvA
O

dt
d

ε
ε

ε
ε )()1()( ,

*
,,,,,,,,

,
−−

−
+

−=

(3.3.2.43)

Liquid phase in the gas separator

topLtopLtoptopNrLrLrrtopLtoptop OvAOvAO
dt
dV ,,,,,, )1()1()1( εεε −−−=−

)()1()1( ,
*

,,, topLtopGtopLtoptopLoutLtoptop OOaVKOvA −−+−− εε (3.3.2.44)
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Dividing Eq. 3.3.2.44 with toptop V)1( ε−  gives:

)(
)(

)1(
)1(

,
*

,
,,,,,,,

, topLtopGL
top

topLoutLtoptopLtopLtop

toptop

irLrLrr
topL OOaK

V
OvAOvA

V
OvA

O
dt
d

−+
+

−
−

−
=

ε
ε

(3.3.2.45)

Gas phase in the downcomer

At the first CSTR(i=1):

)()1( 1,,
*

1,,1,,,,,1,, dLdGdLddGdGddtopGtopGtoptopdGdd OOaVKOvAOvAO
dt
dV −−−−= εεεε

(3.3

Dividing Eq. 3.3.2.46 with ddVε  gives:

d

dLdGLd

dd

dGdGddtopGtopGtoptop
dG

OOaK
V

OvAOvA
O

dt
d

ε
ε

ε
εε )()1( 1,,

*
1,,1,,,,,

1,,
−−

−
−

=

(3.3.2.47)

At 2<i<M:

)()1( ,,
*

,,,,,1,,,,, idLidGdLdidGdGddidGdGddidGdd OOaVKOvAOvAO
dt
dV −−−−= − εεεε

Dividing Eq. 3.3.2.48 with ddVε  gives:

d

idLidGLd

d

idGidGdGdd
idG

OOaK
V

OOvA
O

dt
d

ε
εε )()1()( ,,

*
,,,,1,,,

,,
−−

−
−

= − (3.3.2.49)

Liquid phase in the downcomer

At the first CSTR(i=1):

1,,,,,1,, )1()1()1( dLdLddtopLtopLtoptopdLdd OvAOvAO
dt
dV εεε −−−=−

)()1( 1,,
*

1,, dLdGdLd OOaVK −−+ ε (3.3.2.50)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.2.50 with dd V)1( ε−  gives:

)(
)1(

)1()1(
1,,

*
1,,

1,,,,,
1,, dLdGL

dd

dLdLddtopLtopLtoptop
dL OOaK

V
OvAOvA

O
dt
d

−+
−

−−−
=

ε
εε

At 2<i<N:
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idLdLddidLdLddidLdd OvAOvAO
dt
dV ,,,1,,,,, )1()1()1( εεε −−−=− −

)()1( ,,
*

,, idLidGdLd OOaVK −−+ ε (3.3.2.52)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.2.52 with dd V)1( ε−  gives: (
)( *

,
,,1,,,

,, dGL
d

idLidLdLd
idL OaK

V
OOvA

O
dt
d

+
−

= −

3.3.3 The Dispersion Model

In this model, the plug flow with axial dispersion is used to describe the 

mixing mode of fluid in riser and downcomer of the contactor. The gas separator is 

still described by the CSTR model as the condition in this section cannot be 

resembled by the PFR mode. The development for the CSTR model for the gas 

separator is the same as the detail given in Section 3.3.1. Hence, for the sake of 

brevity, the development of this model will not be repeated here, and only the 

derivation of Dispersion models will be detailed.

The volume element used to develop the Dispersion model is shown in 

Figure 3.4. The unsteady state model is formulated around the volume element in a 

step by step method as follows:
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Riser

1. The accumulation of oxygen in each volume element in the riser:

Accumulation of oxygen in the gas phase at any z along the

column height  = )(, zO
t

zA rGrr ∂
∂

∆ε (3.3.3.1)

Accumulation of oxygen in the liquid phase at any z along the

column height = )()1( , zO
t

zA rLrr ∂
∂

∆− ε (3.3.3.2)

2. Input to each volume element in the riser.

in gas phase: 

1.O2 diffused into the volume element at any z (z>0)

= 
z

rGrGrr O
z

DA ,, ∂
∂

−ε (3.3.3.3)

2.O2 into the volume element at any z (z>0) with gas flow

= 
zrGrGrr OvA ,,ε (3.3.3.4)

in liquid phase:

1.O2 dispersed into the volume element at any z (z>0)

= 
z

rLrLrr O
z

DA ,,)1(
∂
∂

−− ε (3.3.3.5)

2.O2 into the volume element at any z  (z>0) with liquid flow

= 
zrLrLrr OvA ,,)1( ε− (3.3.3.6)

3.O2 transferred from the gas bubbles into the liquid at any z  (z>0)

= ))()(()1( ,
*

, zOzOzaAK rLrGrLr −∆− ε (3.3.3.7)

Note: O2 into the volume element with feed flow rate (QL,FOL,F) = 0

      because O2 in the liquid feed is very dilute.
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3. Output from each volume element in the riser

in gas phase:

1.O2 dispersed out from the volume element at any z (z>0)

zz
rGrGrr O

z
DA

∆+∂
∂

− ,,ε (3.3.3.8)

2. O2 out from the volume element at any z (z>0) with gas flow

= 
zzrGrGrr OvA

∆+,,ε (3.3.3.9)

3. O2 out from the volume element with mass transfer

= ))()(()1( ,
*

, zOzOzaAK rLrGrLr −∆− ε (3.3.3.10)

in liquid phase:

1. O2 dispersed out from the volume element at any z (z>0) 

= 
zz

rLrLrr O
z

DA
∆+∂

∂
−− ,,)1( ε (3.3.3.11)

2. O2 out from the volume element at any z (z>0) with liquid flow

= 
zrLrLrr OvA ,,)1( ε− (3.3.3.12)

Downcomer

1. The accumulation of oxygen in each volume element in the downcomer:

Accumulation of oxygen in the gas phase at any z along the

column height  = )(, zO
t

A dGdd ∂
∂ε (3.3.3.13)

Accumulation of oxygen in the liquid phase at any z along the

column height  = )()1( , zO
t

A dLdd ∂
∂

− ε (3.3.3.14)

2. Input to each volume element in the downcomer:

in gas phase:
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1. O2 diffused into the volume element at any z (z>0)

= 
z

dGdGdd O
z

DA ,, ∂
∂

− ε (3.3.3.15)

2. O2 into the volume element at any z (z>0) with gas flow

= 
zdGdGdd OvA ,,ε (3.3.3.16)

in liquid phase:

1. O2 diffused into the volume element at any z (z>0)

z
dLdLdd O

z
DA ,,)1(

∂
∂

−− ε (3.3.3.17)

2. O2 into the volume element at any z (z>0) with liquid flow

= 
zdLdGdd OvA ,,)1( ε− (3.3.3.18)

3. O2 into the volume element with mass transfer

= ))()(()1( ,
*

, zOzOzaAK dLdGdLd −∆− ε (3.3.3.19)

3. Output from each volume element in the downcomer

in gas phase:

1. O2 diffused out from the volume element at any z (z>0)

= 
zz

dGdGdd O
z

DA
∆+∂

∂
− ,,ε (3.3.3.20)

2. O2 out from the volume element at any z (z>0) with gas flow 

= 
zzdGdGdd OvA

∆+,,ε (3.3.3.21)

3. O2 out from the volume element at any z (z>0) with mass transfer

= ))()(()1( ,
*

, zOzOzaAK dLdGdLd −∆− ε (3.3.3.22)

in liquid phase:

1. O2 diffused out from the volume element at any z (z>0)
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= 
zz

dLdLdd O
z

DA
∆+∂

∂
−− ,,)1( ε (3.3.3.23)

2. O2 out from the volume element at any z (z>0) with liquid flow 

= 
zzdLdLdd OvA

∆+
− ,,)1( ε (3.3.3.24)

The mass balance equation for O2 in the contactor becomes:

Gas phase in the riser.

At 0<z<L:

)()( ,,,,,
z

rGrGrr
zz

rGrGrrrGrr O
z

DAO
z

DAzO
t
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∂
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−
∂
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∂
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))()(()1()( ,
*

,,,,, zOzOzaAKOvAOvA rLrGrLrzrGrGrrzzrGrGrr −∆−−+−
∆+

εεε

(3.3.3.25)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.3.25 with zArr ∆ε  and take limit 0z →∆ gives:
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−=
∂
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ε
ε (3.3.3.26)

where

OG = 
RT

PYO2 (3.3.3.27)

According to Henry’s law, the partial pressure of oxygen in the gas phase at 

equilibrium is proportional to the concentration of oxygen in the liquid film.

H
RTO

H
P

O G2O*
G ==  (3.3.3.28)

 Liquid phase in the riser

At 0<z<L:
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))()(()1())1()1(( ,
*

,,,,, zOzOzaAKOvAOvA rLrGrLrzrLrLrrzzrLrLrr −∆−+−−−−
∆+

εεε

(3.3.3.29)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.3.29 with zA)1( rr ∆ε−  and take limit 0z →∆  gives:
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Gas phase in the gas separator.

topGoutGtoptoptopGtopGtoptoprGrGrrtopGtoptop OvAOvAOvAO
dt
dV ,,,,,,, εεεε −−=

)()1( ,
*

, topLtopGtopLtop OOaVK −−+ ε (3.3.3.31)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.3.31 with toptopVε  gives:

toptop

top,Gout,Gtoptoptop,Gtop,Gtoprr,Gr,Grr
top,G V

OvAOvAOvA
O

dt
d

ε

εεε −−
=

top

topLtopGLtop OOaK
ε

ε )()1( ,
*

, −−
− (3.3.3.32)

Liquid phase in the gas separator

topLtopLtoptoprLrLrrtopLtoptop OvAOvAO
dt
dV ,,,,, )1()1()1( εεε −−−=−

)()1()1( ,
*

,,, topLtopGtopLtoptopLoutLtoptop OOaVKOvA −−+−− εε

(3.3.3.33)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.3.33 with toptop V)1( ε−  gives:

toptop

topLoutLtoptoptopLtopLtoptoprLrLrr
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OvAOvAOvA
O

dt
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)1(
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Gas phase in the downcomer
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))()(()1()( ,
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∆+

εεε

(3.3.3.35)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.3.35 with zAdd ∆ε  gives:
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Liquid phase in the downcomer
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(3.3.3.37)

Dividing Eq. 3.3.3.37 with zA)1( dd ∆ε−   gives:
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The initial and boundary conditions for Eqs. 3.3.3.25 to 3.3.3.38 are therefore.

Riser

In the gas phase

At    t = 0, and Lz ≤≤0  : (Initial condition)

OG,r(z) = 0 (3.3.3.39)

At    t > 0, and z = 0 : (Boundary condition #1)

in,Gdd,G

in,Gin,Gd,Gdd,G
Zr,G QAv

)OQOAv(
O

+

+
=

=0
(3.3.3.40)

At    t > 0, and z = L : (Boundary condition #2)

top,GLZr,G OO =
=

(3.3.3.41)

In the liquid phase

At    t = 0, and Lz ≤≤0  : (Initial condition)

OL,r(z) = 0 (3.3.3.42)

At    t = 0, and z = 0 : (Boundary condition #1)

F,Ldd,L

F,LF,Ld,Ldd,L
Zr,L QAv

)OQOAv(
O

+

+
=

=0
(3.3.3.43)

At     t > 0, and z = L : (Boundary condition #2)

top,LLZr,L OO =
=

(3.3.3.44)
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Gas seperator

In the gas phase

At    t = 0 : (Initial condition)

OG,top = 0 (3.3.3.45)

In the liquid phase

At    t = 0 : (Initial condition)

OL,top(z) = 0 (3.3.3.46)

Downcomer

In the gas phase

At    t = 0, and Lz ≤≤0  : (Initial condition)

OG,d(z) = 0 (3.3.3.47)

At    t >0, and z=0 : (Boundary condition #1)

top,GZd,G OO =
=0 (3.3.3.48)

At    t >0, and z = L : (Boundary condition #2)

LLZd,GLZd,G OO
∆−==

= (3.3.3.49)

In the liquid phase

At    t = 0, and Lz ≤≤0  : (Initial condition)

OL,d(z) = 0 (3.3.3.50)

At     t >0, and z = 0 : (Boundary condition #1)

top,LZd,L OO =
=0 (3.3.3.51)

At     t >0, and z = L : (Boundary condition #2)

LLZd,LLZd,L OO
∆−==

= (3.3.3.52)
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The development of dynamic models for airlift contactors (ALCs) employed

in this work is based mostly on the assumption described above. The mass transfer

performance of the ALC depends on several design and operating factors including

the gas through-put, liquid phase oxygen concentration (in riser), and contactor

geometry particularly the ratio between the downcomer and riser cross sectional areas.

We shall be investigating the effects of these factors in the next chapter.
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Table 3.1 Experimental conditions and the dimensions of the experimental apparatus.

Gas and liquid phases Air and tap water

Contactor height 1.20 m

Unaerated liquid height 1.08 m

Inner diameter of column 0.1375 m

Ad/Ar [-] 1

Top clearance over split plate 0.03 m

Inlet superficial gas velocity 0.00367-0.0381 m·s-1

Liquid feed flow rate (6.853-10.769)x10-6 m·s-3
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CHAPTER 4
Results and discussion

4.1 Normalization of Model Equations

In actual programming stage, it is usually convenient to normalize the

continuity equations (Equations 3.3.1.29 to 3.3.3.38). This normally facilitates the

solution procedure, particularly in a “stiff” system when a large difference between

variables or parameters exists. To normalize the set of equations derived in Chapter 3,

the following dimensionless quantities are introduced:

ing

rL
rL

O
zO

zO
,

,
,

)(
)( = (4.1.1)

ing

rG
rG

HO
zO

zO
,

,
,

)(
)( =    ;   

H
OO G

G =* (4.1.2)

r

dld

V
tvA ,=τ (4.1.3)

L
zZ = (4.1.4)

where Og,in = the concentration of oxygen in inlet air [g·l-1 ]

H    = Henry’s law constant [l·atm/mg O2]

L     = liquid height in riser and downcomer [m]

For the sake of brevity, the derivation of all dimensionless equations will not

be illustrated here, but only equations describing oxygen concentrations in riser (both

in gas and liquid phases in the Dispersion model) are detailed as follows.
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Substituting the dimensionless quantities in Equations 4.1.1 - 4.1.4 into

Equation 3.3.3.26 gives:
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Similarly Equation 3.3.3.30 can be converted to:
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4.2 Numerical Testing for Appropriateness of the Mathematical

Models for Oxygen Mass Transfer in the ALC

4.2.1 Testing by various numerical techniques

The resulting dimensionless equations are linear and solvable by finite

difference techniques using the Crank-Nicholson or Forward finite difference criteria,

and also the 4th order Runge-Kutta integration method. In the partial differential

equation such as PFR model, the space dimension is discretised following the Crank-

Nicholson criteria (Kreyszig, 1999). The discretisation both in time and space

dimensions ends up with a set of linear algebraic equations which can be solved

directly using built-in functions in MATLAB (version 5.3.1).

For the integration method, only the space dimension is discretised by the

central finite difference which results in a set of ordinary differential equations that is

readily solved using the 4th order Runge-Kutta integrating technique (Kreyszig, 1999).
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Intuitively, the testing of numerical solutions of any set of differential

equations can be achieved by comparing simulation solutions from various numerical

techniques. In this work, this step is accomplished by comparing the simulation

results from the Crank Nicholson criteria with those from the 4th-order Runge-Kutta

method; results shown in Figure 4.2.1 (simulated from the CSTR model). This

comparison indicates good agreement between the prediction of an oxygen

concentration profile of liquid phase in the riser of the ALC from the two methods.

Note that the predictions of other variables such as gas phase oxygen concentrations

in all other sections of the ALC are found to be the same for both numerical methods

but the results are not shown for a brevity purpose. It appears that the choice of

discretisation does not significantly affect the numerical solutions, and it may be

reasonable to conclude that the simulation results from these models are correct.

It is worthwhile to note that varying step size for the time dimension is critical

for the accuracy of numerical solutions. In the CSTR model, the optimal step size for

all numerical techniques is found to be 0.01 (dimensionless), whilst 0.1 is found to be

suitable for the Dispersion model (∆z = 0.07).

4.2.2 Testing with various modeling techniques

To also prove that the simulation results are correct, it is recommended that

simulation results from various modeling techniques are compared. In this case, the

solutions from the CSTRs-in-Series model are compared with those from the PFR

model. It is known that the solution from the CSTRs-in-Series model will approach

that of the PFR when there is an adequate number of tanks in the series. Hence, a

simple calculation is carried out such that the number of tanks in the CSTRs-in-Series

model can be altered. The simulation results on liquid phase oxygen concentration in

the riser from the CSTRs-in-Series model with 5 and 15 tanks in series are plotted

together with the results from the PFR model in Figure 4.2.2. The results clearly

emphasis the fidelity of the developed models as all of the solutions from the CSTRs-

in-Series model lie between those from the CSTR and PFR models. It is interesting,

though, to note that the results from the CSTRs-in-Series model become very close to

the PFR model even though the number of tanks is as small as five (see Figure 4.2.2).
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And when the number of tank reaches fifteen, the solutions from the CSTRs-in-Series

model are extremely close to those from the PFR. Hence, it is concluded here that the

simulation results are justifiable.

Figure 4.2.2 also displays simulation results from other modeling techniques

such as the CSTR and Dispersion models. It is found that the CSTR model predicts

the slowest response of the oxygen concentration in the ALC system, whilst the

fastest response being that from the Dispersion model. All modeling techniques

provide similar response for the liquid phase oxygen concentration, and this response

can be divided into two regimes. The first regime is when the oxygen concentration

increases rapidly with time indicating a high mass transfer rate between gas and

liquid. The second regime following the first regime illustrates a much slower mass

transfer rate, and as time approaches infinity, the oxygen concentration reaches the

maximum value which is equal to the equilibrium concentration between oxygen in

water and in the air. It might be worthwhile to emphasis here that all of the

experiment and the simulation starts with the initial condition that there is no

dissolved oxygen concentration in the liquid phase, i.e. initial oxygen concentration in

water equals zero. When air is sparged into the ALC, oxygen in the air begins to

transfer into the liquid phase (water) at the rate equal to the product between the mass

transfer coefficient and the driving force of concentration difference between that in

water and in the air. The high rate of mass transfer is obtained in the first regime

because there is a maximum level of driving force which facilitates in the movement

of oxygen from the gas to liquid phases. As time passes, the oxygen concentration in

the liquid becomes higher which reduces the driving force for the gas-liquid mass

transfer. Hence a slower mass transfer rate is resulted as that observed in the second

regime. The dissolved oxygen concentration in the liquid phase finally reaches its

equilibrium value when the driving force becomes zero: at this point the net rate of

gas-liquid oxygen mass transfer is equal to zero.
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4.3 Experimental Confirmation of the Appropriateness of the

Mathematical Models for Oxygen Mass Transfer in the ALC

The experimental confirmation of the appropriateness of the mathematical

models involves the following tasks:

• The determination of dispersion coefficient of oxygen in the liquid phase using the

information on the residence time distribution

• The comparison between simulation results and reported experimental data.

However, there is still an unknown parameter that needs to be estimated in order to

solve the mathematical model for the prediction of oxygen concentrations in the ALC,

and this is the dispersion coefficient of oxygen in the gas phase. In addition, there is a

large deviation in the experimental reported KLa (overall volumetric mass transfer

coefficient), and therefore this work treats this parameter as an uncertainty that needs

to be re-evaluated by compromising between the simulation and experimental results.

In the following discussion, the gas phase dispersion coefficient will be obtained by

fitting simulation results to experimental data whereby the KLa will be adjusted within

+50% of the reported value. Note that the experimental data including KLa employed

in this investigation are obtained from the work in the same laboratory but still are

unpublished elsewhere. (Wongsuchoto and Pavasant, 2000, and Krichnavaruk and

Pavasant, 2000) The conditions used in the simulation are exactly identical to those in

actual experiments (except the KLa and the gas phase dispersion that remain to be

investigated), and these are summarized in Table 4.1. The references in the first

column of this table (Cases I to VI) will be used throughout the following discussions.

4.3.1 Estimation of dispersion coefficient of oxygen in the liquid phase in the riser

and downcomer of the ALC

The residence time distribution of oxygen in the liquid phase (RTD) can be

used to estimate the value of dispersion coefficient in the liquid phase. Results from

the RTD experiment (Figure 4.3.1A and 4.3.1B) in the continuous flow ALC reveal

that the dispersion coefficient in the riser is higher than that in the downcomer. Figure

4.3.1A is the impulse response curve for the acid tracer which shows that the
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residence time in the riser is 83.62 s with the variance of 8421.13 s2. And according to

Equation (3.2.4):

2
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⎡+=
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uL
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ts

σ

The dispersion coefficient of oxygen in the liquid phase in the riser (DL,r ) of

the ALC is therefore estimated to be 0.05 m2 s-1. The same experiment was performed

to determine the oxygen dispersion coefficient in the downcomer and the results in

Figure 4.3.1B show that this coefficient is approximately 0.03 m2 s-1. This means that

the dispersion in the riser of the ALC is almost twice as much as that in the

downcomer.

Since the dispersion coefficient in the non-continuous flow (batchwise

operation) cannot be easily estimated, this work employs the dispersion coefficients

obtained from this experiment in the discussion hereafter.

4.3.2. Effects of operating parameters on the modeling results

In Section 4.3.1, it was indicated that there still existed uncertainties in the

values of parameters employed in the model. These parameters are the overall

volumetric mass transfer coefficient (KLa) and the gas phase dispersion coefficient

(for both riser and downcomer sections). Note that the latter parameter is only used in

the Dispersion model. In this section, the influence of these two parameters will be

investigated and the oxygen concentration in these section are liquid phase oxygen

concentration in the riser.

Effect of the uncertainty in the value of overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient

(KLa)

In order to study the effect of overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient, the

simulation is performed with the values of KLa ranging from 50% to 150% of the

experimental reported value. The results from the CSTR, PFR, and Dispersion models
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are shown in Figures 4.3.2A, 4.3.2B, and 4.3.2C, respectively. (All simulations

employed the Case III conditions as stated in Table 4.1.)

Theoretically, increasing KLa should result in a more rapid rate of mass

transfer from gas bubble to liquid because the overall rate of gas-liquid mass transfer

is simply the product between the KLa and the oxygen concentration difference

driving force between the two phases (OG-OL). Nevertheless, it would be useful to

know how the ALC responds to the changes in KLa. The simulation results clearly

indicated that the actual calculated rate of mass transfer depends significantly on KLa

as increasing KLa results in a reasonably faster responding time for dissolved oxygen

concentration to reach its equilibrium level (at about 7 ppm). For instance, increasing

KLa from 0.00847 to 0.0185 s-1 causes the responding time to reduce from 220 to 110

seconds (at 80% saturation of equilibrium oxygen concentration). In other words, a

small increase in KLa causes a notable increase in the rate of gas-liquid mass transfer.

Effect of gas phase dispersion coefficient of oxygen on simulation results from the

Dispersion model.

The value of the gas phase dispersion coefficient is estimated from the

reported experimental data which were found to be in the range of 1-5 m2.s-1

depending on scales and conditions in the ALC (Rüffer et al., 1994). Unfortunately,

the availability of these data is insufficient and these reported values were for the

systems with dimensions markedly different from the conditions employed in this

work. However, as there were no other alternatives for the estimation of this gas phase

dispersion coefficient, the reported value of KLa was used as an initial guess in the

estimation procedure. The simulation is then run repeatedly with various KLa around

this initial guess to investigate how much this value affects the performance of the

system.

Figure 4.3.2D shows that a higher gas phase dispersion coefficient in the riser

leads to a faster rate of gas-liquid mass transfer (faster time for liquid phase oxygen

concentration to reach its equilibrium level). However, the influence of the gas phase

dispersion coefficient in the riser does not seem to be as significant as that of KLa.
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Figure 4.3.2D illustrates that increasing the dispersion coefficient from 0.1 to 3.0 m2.s-1

(30 times higher), the responding time for the system to reach 80% saturation

concentration only decreases from 260 to 170 seconds. Moreover, the dispersion

coefficient of 1 or 3 m2.s-1 does not seem to give meaningful difference in the

responding time to reach equilibrium concentration.

The same simulating experiment was performed with varying the gas phase

dispersion of oxygen in the downcomer section. Results indicated that there was

almost no influence of this dispersion coefficient on the mass transfer rate in the ALC

(with conditions of Case III). These results are considered not significant and

therefore not shown here.

This section emphasizes one of most significant advantages of the

mathematical model which is to investigate the effect of any single parameter in the

system. In this case, the most sensitive parameter for the rate of oxygen mass transfer

from gas to liquid is found to be the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient. In

the up-coming discussions on the comparative performance between the simulation

and the actual experiment, the results from the model will be fitted to the

experimental data by adjusting only the KLa and the gas phase dispersion coefficient

for oxygen in the riser (and not that in the downcomer).

4.3.3 Predictions of gas phase oxygen concentration in the ALC

The gas phase oxygen concentration is one of the parameters difficult to

measure in the actual experiment. This is because gas bubbles move at high speed

(can be as high as 80 cm.s-1 (Merchuk and Stein, 1981; Clark and Flemmer, 1985))

and the collection of gas samples at such speed is rather troublesome, or may require a

highly complicated piece of equipment. The developed mathematical model provides

a fruitful information on this parameter which facilitates further understanding in the

oxygen mass transfer behavior in the ALC.

Figure 4.3.3 demonstrates the concentration profiles of oxygen in the gas

phase at various sections in the ALC. These concentration profiles are obtained from
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the Dispersion model where the riser and the downcomer are discretised using the

Finite difference method according to the procedure described earlier. The number of

discretisation points used in this simulation is equal to 15 both in riser and

downcomer beyond which increasing the number of points does not have any effect

on simulation results. The displayed oxygen concentration profiles in the riser and

downcomer in Figures 4.3.3A and 4.3.3C are from three different positions, or in

other words, three different discretisation points. The ‘position 1’ means the first

discretisation point, and ‘position 15’ represents the last discretisation point, where

‘position 5’ is somewhere in between the two ends.

The simulation results reveal that the gas phase oxygen concentration in the

ALC rises continuously after the inlet-air is switched on.  It is noted that both gas and

liquid in the ALC at the beginning of the simulation are assumed to have 0%

saturation of dissolved oxygen. It is reasonable to conclude that the gas phase oxygen

concentration rises rapidly as a result of the addition of oxygen in the gas inlet.

Although oxygen is continuously transferred from gas to liquid, the rate of interfacial

mass transfer is clearly less than the input rate of oxygen (from gas throughput), and

therefore a rise in oxygen concentration in the gas phase is apparent. The initial rise in

gas phase oxygen concentration (from 0 to around 80%) occurs in a very short period

(approximately 2 seconds), afterwhich it slowly rises and level off at the

concentration close to that in the air. This indicates that mixing in the gas phase in the

ALC occurs extremely rapidly. However, the profile of liquid phase oxygen

concentration does not show this initial rapid-rise regime, and the oxygen

concentration continues to increase slowly before reaching its steady state value at

about 150 seconds after the air is fed to the system (see Figure 4.3.2). It is possible

from this finding that the mass transfer rate in the ALC is still quite low compared to

the rate of mixing. As the mass transfer process is batchwise with respect to the liquid

phase (but continuous-wise for the gas phase), eventually the oxygen concentration in

liquid phase reaches their equilibrium values which ceases the mass transfer process.

In the following discussion, we will investigate how the various parameters

affect the behavior of the ALC which will indicate that it is possible to control the rate

of gas-liquid mass transfer in the system.
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4.3.4 Comparison between simulation results and experimental data

The comparisons of the transient liquid phase oxygen concentration in the

riser at various operating parameters from the CSTR and Dispersion models in a

semi-batch operated ALC (continuous gas supply without liquid feed) are depicted in

Figures 4.3.4A to 4.3.4F. It is found that, in all cases, the Dispersion model is able to

accurately predict the behavior of transient oxygen concentration in the liquid phase

in riser while the CSTR model always underestimates the rate of mass transfer (lower

oxygen concentration profile). The results from the CSTRs-in-Series and PFR models

are not shown in this series of figures, but it is known from previous sections that

these two models always give lower rate of mass transfer than that of the Dispersion

model. This implies that the results from the CSTRs-in-Series and PFR models would

also be miscalculated. It can then be concluded from this comparison that the

Dispersion model is most suitable for describing the mass transfer behavior of the

ALC.

The model seems to be able to predict the performance of the ALC as the

simulation results agree well with experimental data in a wide range of operating

parameters. It is reminded here that KLa and the gas phase dispersion coefficient of

oxygen in the riser, DG,r, are adjusted to give the most accurate prediction. Table 4.2

summarizes the results from this sensitivity test for these two parameters. The row

with bold characters is the combination employed in the simulation. Note that the

value of each parameter, particular KLa, is kept as close as possible to the

experimental reported value (Wongsuchoto and Pavasant, 2000). Hence, there might

exist conditions (in Table 4.2) that provide better agreement between simulation and

experiment, but they are not selected simply because the estimates of parameters are

too far from actual values.

Table 4.3 lists all parameters used in the simulation. The liquid phase

dispersion coefficients both in riser and downcomer were obtained from the RTD

experiment whereas KLa and the gas phase dispersion coefficients in the riser and

downcomer were from the data fitting. The resulting estimates of KLa show an

interesting capability of the model because all the estimates of KLa in the ALC at low

gas flowrate (0.000111 m3.s-1) coincide at approximately 0.013 s-1, and at high gas
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flowrate (0.000272 m3.s-1) at about 0.036 s-1. This finding is logical in terms of actual

experimental evidence, as high gas flowrates lead to a high level of gas holdup in the

ALC which results in a high rate of gas-liquid mass transfer.

The estimates of the gas phase dispersion coefficients also provide a

reasonable insight to the actual practice where the coefficient decreases with

increasing the ratio between the riser and downcomer cross sectional areas. This is

because when this area ratio increases which corresponds to a smaller cross sectional

area in the riser, the absolute gas bubble velocity in this section increases. This leads

to a smaller portion of gas being recirculated in the system, and therefore a lower

level of dispersion.

It is useful to verify these models over a range of operating parameters to

avoid a sole agreement between model predictions and experimental results at a single

set of parameters. In this work, the operating parameters of interest include the ratio

between downcomer and riser cross sectional area (Ad/Ar), the rate of inlet gas

flowrate (QG,in), liquid feed flow rate (QL,F), and the height of draft tube (HDT).

However, there was no experimental evidence on the ALC with liquid feed flow, this

testing is therefore not possible and we will treat this parameter as a special case in

the further investigation. In addition, the model is found to be inaccurate for the case

of a high draft tube ALC. This limitation of model will also be treated as a special

case in the last section of this chapter. In this section, we will investigate the accuracy

of the model by verifying the simulation results with experimental data where QG,in,

and Ad/Ar were variable.

Increasing inlet gas flowrate (QG,in)

Experiment found that increasing inlet gas flowrate (QG,in) results in a higher

rate of oxygen mass transfer from gas to liquid which leads to a faster responding

time for the liquid phase oxygen concentration to approach the equilibrium level.

Simulation agrees well with experiment as shown in Figures 4.3.4A and 4.3.4B. In

these two cases, the Ad/Ar is fixed at 0.067 (Cases I and II) but the inlet gas flowrate in

Case I is 0.0001111 and in Case II is 0.000272 m2·s-1. The responding time for the

system to reach 80% saturation concentration, t80, is arbitrarily chosen as an indicator
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for comparing the response between the two cases (any other % saturation can also be

taken which will give the same result). Increasing the inlet gas flowrate from Case I to

Case II causes the reduction in the responding time, i.e. t80 decreases from 136 to 50

seconds. The same result is obtained at other values of Ad/Ar (0.43 in Cases III and IV

(Figures 4.3.4C and 4.3.4D), and 1.0 in Cases V and VI (Figures 4.3.4E and 4.3.4F)).

The reason for this is that increasing QG,in directly results in an increase in gas holdup,

leading to a higher population of gas bubbles in the system. Hence, riser gas holdup

increases and so does the KLa which is derived from the higher level of interfacial

mass transfer area (a). That is why the result from the curve fitting shows that KLa in

the ALC with higher gas flowrate is higher than that in the system with low gas

flowrate.

Increasing the ratio between downcomer and riser cross sectional areas (Ad/Ar)

Increasing the ratio between downcomer and riser cross sectional areas (Ad/Ar)

effectively leads to an enhancement of gas and liquid velocities in the riser(

Garvrilescu and Tudose, 1996). The faster gas velocity in the riser section, in turn,

results in a condition even closer to the plug flow. This means a lower dispersion

coefficient in the gas phase. In the liquid phase however, the situation is somewhat

different as liquid always circulates within the system but gas bubbles do not. Hence,

increasing the liquid velocity can well mean a faster self-replacement due to a faster

liquid circulation. Garvrilescu and Tudose, 1996 indicated that the faster liquid

circulation could result in a faster liquid phase dispersion coefficient. In the present

RTD experiment, the liquid phase dispersion coefficient does not seem to vary

significantly with varying Ad/Ar (although increasing Ad/Ar from 0.431 to 1.0

decreases the liquid phase dispersion coefficient slightly).

The curve fitting experiment in the simulation shows an impressive prediction

of the gas phase dispersion coefficient as increasing this area ratio results in a

decrease in the dispersion coefficient. However, both simulation and experiment agree

that the effect of Ad/Ar on the rate of gas-liquid mass transfer is marginal, i.e.

increasing Ad/Ar from 0.067 to 1, t80 only increases from approximately 136 to 158

seconds (Figures 4.3.4A and 4.3.4E).
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4.4 Prediction of the Performance of the ALC with Continuous

Liquid Feed (QL,in) from the Dispersion Model

The effect of liquid feed flowrate, QL,in, on oxygen concentration profiles in

liquid and gas  phases in the riser is shown in Figures 4.4A and 4.4B, respectively.

Note that the liquid that is fed into the ALC is assumed to contain no dissolved

oxygen. The liquid flow into the ALC prevents the system to reach equilibrium

oxygen concentration as liquid is continuously removed from the system before a

complete mass transfer takes place. In other words, the liquid flow simply reduces the

contact time between gas and liquid phases, and if the liquid flow is high enough,

there will not be enough time for the gas and liquid to reach their equilibrium

concentrations. Figure 4.4A reveals that at a rather low liquid flowrate (QL,in =

0.00001 m3·s-1), the steady state dissolved oxygen concentration almost reaches the

equilibrium value (93% saturation). Increasing the liquid flowrate results in a decrease

in this steady state dissolved oxygen concentration, and when the liquid flowrate

reaches 0.001 m3·s-1, the final oxygen concentration becomes only some 20% of the

saturation value.

It is also interesting to look at the gas phase oxygen concentration in the ALC

with liquid feed. Figure 4.4B illustrates that the final oxygen concentration in the gas

phase depends largely on the liquid flowrate. At relatively low liquid flowrate (e.g.

0.00001 m3·s-1), the final gas phase oxygen concentration reaches almost 100%

saturation. However, when the liquid flow is high (e.g. 0.001 m3·s-1), the final steady

state oxygen concentration is only 88% of the saturation. The reason for this was

already given in the above paragraph.

In terms of the rate of mass transfer between gas and liquid, since we know

that

Oxygen mass flux = NO2  = KLa ∆O = KLa ∆ (OG – OL)

and if it is assumed that KLa does not depend significantly on the liquid feed, oxygen

mass flux from the gas to liquid phases varies according to the concentration

difference driving force, ∆O. This ∆O can be obtained by subtracting the oxygen

concentration in Figure 4.4B (gas phase) with that in Figure 4.4A (liquid phase at the
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same operating conditions). Therefore if we have a low level of oxygen concentration

in the liquid phase and a high level of oxygen concentration in the gas phase, a high

mass transfer rate can be achieved. The simulation illustrates that, at steady state, the

concentration difference, ∆O, for the ALC with low liquid flow is smaller than that

with high liquid flow. For instance, at QL,in = 0.00001 m3·s-1, ∆O ≈ 0.065, and at QL,in

= 0.001 m3·s-1, ∆O ≈ 0.682. This means that a higher gas-liquid mass transfer can be

obtained by increasing the liquid flowrate into the ALC. This knowledge can be

applied to real applications where a high mass transfer is necessary.

4.5 The Prediction of Oxygen Mass Transfer Behavior in a High

Draft Tube ALC by the Dispersion Model

The model is further tested for its generality by rendering the height of the

ALC one of the variables. The liquid phase oxygen concentration in the riser with

predicted by Dispersion model are compared with experimental reported data from a 2

m draft tube concentric ALC as shown in Figure 4.5 (experimental data from

Krichnavaruk and Pavasant, 2000). However, the comparison clearly shows that there

is a large discrepancy between the predicted and the real concentration profiles,

although the trends from the two are similar. This, in effect, means that the Dispersion

model lacks some crucial information about the mass transport in the high ALC.

It might be possible that the following phenomena take place in the system but

not considered in the model:

- The overall mass transfer in the high ALC is not homogeneous in various

sections of the ALC, e.g. KLa in the riser might be higher than that in the

downcomer.

- There exists a deviation of the gas holdup along the height of the

contactor.

- The column height might affect the oxygen solubility, i.e. static pressure

causes a decrease in oxygen solubility by a factor of 1.6. Hence, there will

be a large difference between the equilibrium oxygen concentration at the

bottom and the top of the column (Dhaouadi et al.,1997).
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In addition, there might also be some other nonidealities that exist in the high

column which have not been included in the developed mathematical model. Further

investigations on these points are urgently needed to complete the knowledge of mass

transport in the ALC.
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Table 4.1 Operating parameters used in the simulations

Case Ad/Ar H0 [m] Qg,in[m3
· s

-1] vL,d [m· s
-1] KLaS [s-1] εr = εtop εd

I 0.067 1.018 0.000111 0.50 0.0132 0.050 0.020

II 0.067 1.018 0.000272 0.50 0.0360 0.080 0.045

III 0.431 1.018 0.000111 0.50 0.0133 0.030 0.018

IV 0.431 1.018 0.000272 0.50 0.0336 0.075 0.061

V 1.000 1.018 0.000111 0.25 0.0130 0.035 0.020

VI 1.000 1.018 0.000272 0.30 0.0360 0.075 0.050

Note : subscript s = the simulation result
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Table 4.2 Sensitivity analysis in various cases of the simulation results by the

Dispersion model

Case I KLa [s-1] DG,r [m2
·s

-1] t80 [s]

Experimental data 0.012 - 140

0.012 0.3 205.12

0.012 0.5 186.88

0.012 0.7 177.77

0.012 1 171.08

0.012 3 159.08

0.012 5 156.59

0.006 3 293.76

0.0084 3 216.66

0.0132 3 146.47

0.0144 3 136.75

Simulation results

0.0156 3 127.63

Case II KLa [s-1] DG,r [m2
·s

-1] t80 [s]

Experimental data 0.03 - 50

0.03 0.3 81.44

0.03 0.5 74.15

0.03 0.7 70.50

0.03 1 67.76

0.03 3 62.90

0.03 5 61.69

0.015 3 117.60

0.021 3 86.30

0.033 3 57.74

0.036 3 53.48

Simulation results

0.039 3 50.14
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Case III KLa [s-1] DG,r [m2
·s

-1] t80 [s]

Experimental data 0.0121 - 140

0.0121 0.3 223.01

0.0121 0.5 205.25

0.0121 1 187.54

0.0121 3 173.37

0.0121 5 170.39

0.0121 7 168.88

0.0121 9 168.26

0.00605 3 311.16

0.00847 3 232.89

0.01331 3 160.61

0.01573 3 140.54

Simulation results

0.01815 3 125.51

Case IV KLa [s-1] DG,r [m2
·s

-1] t80 [s]

Experimental data 0.021 - 60

0.021 0.5 104.63

0.021 0.3 111.25

0.021 1 97.78

0.021 3 90.93

0.021 5 90.70

0.021 7 90.60

0.0105 3 170.06

0.0147 3 125.51

0.0231 3 85.03

0.0273 3 73.93

0.0315 3 65.71

Simulation results

0.0336 3 62.35
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Case V KLa [s-1] DG,r [m2
·s

-1] t80 [s]

Experimental data 0.011 - 160

0.011 0.5 172.24

0.011 1.5 158.89

0.011 2 156.97

0.011 3 154.74

0.011 4 153.60

0.0077 1 246.35

0.0099 1 199.53

0.011 1 183.24

0.0121 1 169.80

0.0132 1 158.69

Simulation results

0.0143 1 149.24

Case VI KLa [s-1] DG,r [m2
·s

-1] t80 [s]

Experimental data 0.036 - 70

0.036 0.3 80.07

0.036 0.5 73.69

0.036 0.7 70.23

0.036 1 66.84

0.036 2 63.58

0.036 3 62.12

0.0168 0.7 125.54

0.021 0.7 106.20

0.0252 0.7 94.32

0.0338 0.7 76.68

0.0359 0.7 73.93

0.038 0.7 71.32

Simulation results

0.0401 0.7 68.88

Note: t80 is the responding time for the system to reach 80% saturation concentration
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Table 4.3: Simulation Parameters

Case KLaexp [s-1] KLaS [s-1] DG,r [m2
· s

-1] DL,r [m2
· s

-1] DG,d [m2
· s

-1] DL,d [m2
· s

-1]

I 0.0121 0.0132 3 0.05 0.3 0.03

II 0.0300 0.0360 3 0.05 0.3 0.03

III 0.0120 0.0133 3 0.05 0.3 0.03

IV 0.0210 0.0336 3 0.05 0.3 0.03

V 0.0110 0.0132 1 0.03 0.8 0.01

VI 0.0250 0.0360 0.7 0.05 0.3 0.02

Note : subscript

exp =  the experimental data

s =  the simulation result



Figure 4.2.1. Comparison between the predicted riser  oxygen concentration from CSTR (Crank Nicholson) and Runge-Kutta methods (case I)   
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Figure 4.2.2 Comparison between the predicted riser oxygen concentration from CSTR, CSTRs-in-series, PFR, and Dispersion models (Case II)
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Figure 4.3.2D. Comparison of experimental data and simulation results (Dispersion model) obtained at various values of gas dispersion coefficients in riser (Case III) 
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Figure 4.3.4A. Comparison between simulation results (Dispersion and CSTR models) and reported experimental data (Case I)  
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Figure 4.3.4B. Comparison between simulation results (Dispersion and CSTR models) and reported experimental data (Case II)  
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Figure 4.3.4D. Comparison between simulation results (Dispersion and CSTR models) and reported experimental data (Case IV)  
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Figure 4.3.4E. Comparison between simulation results (Dispersion and CSTR models) and reported experimental data (Case V)  
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Figure 4.3.4F. Comparison between simulation results (Dispersion and CSTR models) and reported experimental data (Case VI)  
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Figure 4.4A. Effect of liquid feed flow rate (QL,in) on liquid phase oxygen concentration in the riser section (Case II)
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Figure 4.4B. Effect of liquid feed flow rate (QL,in) on gas phase oxygen concentration in the riser section (Case II)
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Figure 4.5. Comparison between simulation results (Dispersion model) and reported experimental data (for the large scale ALC)  
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Validity of the Developed Mathematical Models

The transient gas-liquid oxygen mass transfer in the ALC was

successfully described by mathematical models based on continuity equations both in

gas and liquid phases. The model was able to predict not only oxygen concentration in

liquid phase, but also the oxygen concentration in gas phase. The major achievements

include:

(i) Numerical testing for appropriateness of mathematical models for oxygen mass

transfer in the ALC

The mathematical models were tested by both numerical and various

modeling techniques. The testung of numerical solutions from the Crank Nicholson

criteria and the 4th-order Runge-Kutta method indicated a good agreement between

the prediction of oxygen concentration profile in the ALC and the experimental

reported data. The CSTR model was found to predict the slowest oxygen mass

transfer rate, whilst the Dispersion model was the most rapid. Solutions from the PFR

and CSTRs-in-Series models lied between the CSTR and Dispersion models.

(ii) Experimental confirmation of the appropriateness of the mathematical models

for oxygen mass transfer in the ALC

• The simulation results clearly indicated that increasing the overall volumetric

mass transfer coefficient (KLa) and the gas phase dispersion coefficient (DG,r)

resulted in a higher rate of mass transfer. However, the influence of the gas phase

dispersion coefficient in the riser was not as significant as that of KLa.
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• The simulated gas phase oxygen concentration by the Dispersion model revealed

that the mixing in the gas phase is extremely rapid when compared to the rate of

gas-liquid mass transfer.

• The Dispersion model was found to be most accurate in describing the transient

gas-liquid mass transfer behavior in the ALC. The best simulation results were

obtained from the sensitivity analysis of the two uncertain parameters, i.e. KLa and

DG,r. The model was proven to be able to describe the mass transfer performance

in the ALC with variable design and operating parameters.

(iii) Prediction of the performance of the ALC with continuous liquid feed (QL,in)

from the Dispersion model

The effect of liquid feed flowrate (QL,in) on oxygen concentration profiles

in gas and liquid phases in the riser was predicted. It was found that increasing QL,in

resulted in decreases in the steady state dissolved oxygen concentrations both in gas

and liquid phases. However, at this condition, an increase in the mass transfer rate

was obtained from a large concentration difference driving force between the two

phases.

(iv) The prediction of oxygen mass transfer behavior in a high draft tube ALC by

the Dispersion model.

The simulation results showed that there was a large discrepancy between

the prediction and the real concentration profiles for a high draft tube ALC. This

might have taken place due to the lack of some crucial knowledge on mass transport

in the system. Several possibilities that caused this inaccuracy were proposed at the

end of the previous chapter which included an uncertainty in the estimations of bubble

velocity, overall mass transfer coefficient in each section of the ALC, variations in the

gas holdups along the height of the contactor, etc. Further attention in this area is

therefore needed.

5.2 Concluding Remarks
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Although the model still shows some weaknesses in describing the

performance of the ALC, this work contributes significantly to the existing knowledge

on the actual transport phenomena that take place in the system. It has been shown

that the ALC could well be described by a set of simple continuity equations where

each part of the ALC could be represented by a fundamental reactor type such as a

CSTR, PFR with or without the dispersion term. The derivation of the model has been

made rather clear and simple, which helps in a further modification to include other

incidents that might occur in the ALC. For instance, a reaction term might easily be

inserted into the right hand side of the continuity equation in a similar fashion with

the mass transfer term. The outcome from this work is therefore considered beneficial

for the design of a small scale ALC.
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Appendix A

Program source codes

This appendix presents all of the main programs used in this work. The following table gives

information about what category of each program was used in this work. All programs were

written in MATLAB(VERSION 5.3.1)

Program Name Usage

CSTR Model All regions(riser, gas separator and downcomer) were

considered as completely mixed zone.

CSTRs-in-Series Model The riser and downcomer were modeled by CSTRs-in series,

whilst  the CSTR were used to represent in gas separator.

Dispersion Model 1 The riser and downcomer were considered as a plug flow

region with dispersion, where as the gas separator were

modeled as a region of completely mixed. The model is

discretised following the Crank-Nicholson criteria.

Dispersion Model 2 The riser and downcomer were considered as a plug flow

region with dispersion, where as the gas separator were

modeled as a region of completely mixed. The model is

discretised following the Forward finite difference criteria.
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#------------------------------------------------

%File Name:CSTR MODEL
%Programe Cstr behavior in all section of retactor

#------------------------------------------------

clear

H1=input('Unaereated Height in reactor (Riser and
Downcomer) = ');
Hd=input('Dispersion Height in reactor = ');
A1=input('Cross sectional Area in section of Riser = ');
A2=input('Cross sectional Area in section of gas
seperator = ');
ratio=input('Ad/Ar ratio = ');
A3=A1*ratio;

vl_downcomer=input('liquid velocity in downcomer =  ');
e1=input('gas hold up in riser = ');
e3=input('gas hold up in gas separator = ');
kla=input('kla of reactor = ');
e2=e1;
%density of liquid phase (1000 kg/m^3))
denst=1000;
%('diameter of bubble (0.005 m))
d_bubble=0.005;
%('surface tension of liquid phase (0.07275 kg/sec^2))
s_tension=0.07275;
Qg_in=input('inlet gas flowrate = ');
Ql_in=input('liquid feed flow rate = ');

tfinal=input('input final time =') ;
del_t=input('input step size of time = ');
tin=0;
t=tin:del_t:tfinal;
h=del_t;

H2=Hd-H1;
V1=A1*H1;
V2=A2*H2;
V3=A3*H1;

vl_riser=((1-e3)*A3*vl_downcomer+Ql_in)/((1-e1)*A1);
vl_top=((1-e1)*vl_riser*A1-Ql_in)/((1-e2)*A3);
x=2.14*s_tension/(denst*d_bubble)+(0.505*10*d_bubble);
ub_terminal=sqrt(x);
v_slip=ub_terminal*(1-e1)^0.702;
vg_riser=vl_riser+v_slip;
vg_downcomer=(vg_riser*A1*e1-Qg_in)/(A3*e3);
vg_top=vg_downcomer*e3/e2;

t_factor=V1/(A3*vl_downcomer);

%COEFICIENT OF RISER(CSTR)
alpha1=e3*A3*vg_downcomer*t_factor/(e1*V1);
beta1=A1*vg_riser*t_factor/V1;
gamma1=((1-e1)/e1)*kla*V1*t_factor/V1;
ceta1=Qg_in*t_factor/(e1*V1);

coef1=(1-e3)*A3*vl_downcomer*t_factor/((1-e1)*V1);
coef2=A1*vl_riser*t_factor/(V1);
coef3=kla*t_factor;

%COEFICIENT OF GAS SEPARATOR(CSTR)
alpha2=e1*A1*vg_riser*t_factor/(e2*V2);
beta2=vg_top*A3*t_factor/V2;
gamma2=((1-e2)/e2)*kla*t_factor;
ceta2=Qg_in*t_factor/(e2*V2);

coef4=(1-e1)*vl_riser*A1*t_factor/((1-e2)*V2);
coef5=A3*vl_top*t_factor/V2;
coef6=kla*t_factor;
coef_6=Ql_in*t_factor/((1-e2)*V2);
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%COEFICIENT OF DOWNCOMER(CSTR)
alpha3=e2*A3*vg_top*t_factor/(e3*V3);
beta3=vg_downcomer*t_factor;
gamma3=((1-e3)/e3)*kla*t_factor;

coef7=(1-e2)*A3*vl_top*t_factor/((1-e3)*V3);
coef8=A3*vl_downcomer*t_factor/V3;
coef9=kla*t_factor;

%SET UP INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Og_riser(1)=1;
Og_top(1)=1;
Og_downcomer(1)=1;
Ol_riser(1)=0;
Ol_top(1)=0;
Ol_downcomer(1)=0;
Olr(1,1)=0;
%SOLVE FOR OXYGEN RESPONSE
%Programe Beginning

% FIND OXYGEN CONCENTRATION WITH TIME

for i=1:length(t)-1;
%Rungr Kutta
%SET UP k l m n
k1=h*(alpha1*Og_downcomer(i)-gamma1*(Og_riser(i)-
Ol_riser(i))-beta1*Og_riser(i)+ceta1);
l1=h*(coef1*Ol_downcomer(i)-coef2*Ol_riser(i)+coef3*
(Og_riser(i)-Ol_riser(i)));
m1=h*(alpha2*Og_riser(i)-beta2*Og_top(i)-gamma2*(Og_top
(i)-Ol_top(i))-ceta2*Og_top(i));
n1=h*(coef4*Ol_riser(i)-coef5*Ol_top(i)+coef6*(Og_top
(i)-Ol_top(i))-coef_6*Ol_top(i));
o1=h*(alpha3*Og_top(i)-beta3*Og_downcomer(i)-gamma3*
(Og_downcomer(i)-Ol_downcomer(i)));
p1=h*(coef7*Ol_top(i)-coef8*Ol_downcomer(i)+coef9*
(Og_downcomer(i)-Ol_downcomer(i)));

k2=h*(alpha1*(Og_downcomer(i)+o1/2)-gamma1*((Og_riser
(i)+k1/2)-(Ol_riser(i)+l1/2))-beta1*(Og_riser
(i)+k1/2)+ceta1);
l2=h*(coef1*(Ol_downcomer(i)+p1/2)-coef2*(Ol_riser
(i)+l1/2)+coef3*((Og_riser(i)+k1/2)-(Ol_riser
(i)+l1/2)));
m2=h*(alpha2*(Og_riser(i)+k1/2)-beta2*(Og_top(i)+m1/2)-
gamma2*((Og_top(i)+m1/2)-(Ol_top(i)+n1/2))-ceta2*(Og_top
(i)+m1/2));
n2=h*(coef4*(Ol_riser(i)+l1/2)-coef5*(Ol_top
(i)+n1/2)+coef6*((Og_top(i)+m1/2)-(Ol_top(i)+n1/2))-
coef_6*Ol_top(i));
o2=h*(alpha3*(Og_top(i)+m1/2)-beta3*(Og_downcomer
(i)+o1/2)-gamma3*((Og_downcomer(i)+o1/2)-(Ol_downcomer
(i)+p1/2)));
p2=h*(coef7*(Ol_top(i)+n1/2)-coef8*(Ol_downcomer
(i)+p1/2)+coef9*((Og_downcomer(i)+o1/2)-(Ol_downcomer
(i)+p1/2)));

k3=h*(alpha1*(Og_downcomer(i)+o2/2)-gamma1*((Og_riser
(i)+k2/2)-(Ol_riser(i)+l2/2))-beta1*(Og_riser
(i)+k2/2)+ceta1);
l3=h*(coef1*(Ol_downcomer(i)+p2/2)-coef2*(Ol_riser
(i)+l2/2)+coef3*((Og_riser(i)+k2/2)-(Ol_riser
(i)+l2/2)));
m3=h*(alpha2*(Og_riser(i)+k2/2)-beta2*(Og_top(i)+m2/2)-
gamma2*((Og_top(i)+m2/2)-(Ol_top(i)+n2/2))-ceta2*(Og_top
(i)+m2/2));
n3=h*(coef4*(Ol_riser(i)+l2/2)-coef5*(Ol_top
(i)+n2/2)+coef6*((Og_top(i)+m2/2)-(Ol_top(i)+n2/2))-
coef_6*Ol_top(i));
o3=h*(alpha3*(Og_top(i)+m2/2)-beta3*(Og_downcomer
(i)+o2/2)-gamma3*((Og_downcomer(i)+o2/2)-(Ol_downcomer
(i)+p2/2)));
p3=h*(coef7*(Ol_top(i)+n2/2)-coef8*(Ol_downcomer
(i)+p2/2)+coef9*((Og_downcomer(i)+o2/2)-(Ol_downcomer
(i)+p2/2)));
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k4=h*(alpha1*(Og_downcomer(i)+o3)-gamma1*((Og_riser
(i)+k3)-(Ol_riser(i)+l3))-beta1*(Og_riser(i)+k3)+ceta1);
l4=h*(coef1*(Ol_downcomer(i)+p3)-coef2*(Ol_riser
(i)+l3)+coef3*((Og_riser(i)+k3)-(Ol_riser(i)+l3)));
m4=h*(alpha2*(Og_riser(i)+k3)-beta2*(Og_top(i)+m3)-
gamma2*((Og_top(i)+m3)-(Ol_top(i)+n3))-ceta2*(Og_top
(i)+m3));
n4=h*(coef4*(Ol_riser(i)+l3)-coef5*(Ol_top(i)+n3)+coef6*
((Og_top(i)+m3)-(Ol_top(i)+n3))-coef_6*Ol_top(i));
o4=h*(alpha3*(Og_top(i)+m3)-beta3*(Og_downcomer(i)+o3)-
gamma3*((Og_downcomer(i)+o3)-(Ol_downcomer(i)+p3)));
p4=h*(coef7*(Ol_top(i)+n3)-coef8*(Ol_downcomer
(i)+p3)+coef9*((Og_downcomer(i)+o3)-(Ol_downcomer
(i)+p3)));

Og_riser(i+1)=Og_riser(i)+1/6*(k1+2*k2+2*k3+k4);
Ol_riser(i+1)=Ol_riser(i)+1/6*(l1+2*l2+2*l3+l4);
Og_top(i+1)=Og_top(i)+1/6*(m1+2*m2+2*m3+m4);
Ol_top(i+1)=Ol_top(i)+1/6*(n1+2*n2+2*n3+n4);
Og_downcomer(i+1)=Og_downcomer(i)+1/6*(o1+2*o2+2*o3+o4);
Ol_downcomer(i+1)=Ol_downcomer(i)+1/6*(p1+2*p2+2*p3+p4);

if floor((i-1)/500)==ceil((i-1)/500)
   fprintf('i=%f \n',i);
end

end

   k=1;
   for i=1:length(t)-1
      if floor((i-1)/1000)==ceil((i-1)/1000)
         Olrn(k,1) = Ol_riser(i) ;
         k = k+1;
      end
   end

save effectkla Olrn -ascii;

figure(1)
plot(t,Ol_riser,'r');
title('CSTR Ol riser  ');
xlabel('time(-) ');
ylabel('concentration of Ol_r(-) ');
grid on

figure(2)
plot(t,Og_riser,'r');
title('Og riser ');
xlabel('time(-) ');
ylabel('concentration of Og_r(-) ');
grid on

figure(4)
subplot(211);plot(t,Ol_top,'r');
ylabel('concentration of Ol_t ');
grid on
subplot(212);plot(t,Og_top,'b');
xlabel('time ');
ylabel('concentration of Og_t ');
grid on

figure(5)
plot(t,Ol_downcomer,'r');
title('Ol downcomer');
xlabel('time ');
ylabel('concentration of Ol_d ');
grid on

figure(6)
plot(t,Og_downcomer,'r');
title('Og downcomer');
xlabel('time ');
ylabel('concentration of Og_d ');
grid on

#------------------END-----------------------
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#------------------------------------------------

%File Name:CSTRs-in-Series MODEL
%Programe CSTRs-in-Series in RISER and DOWNCOMER

#------------------------------------------------

clear

H1=input('Unaereated Height in reactor (Riser and
Downcomer) = ');
Hd=input('Dispersion Height in reactor = ');
A1=input('Cross sectional Area in section of Riser = ');
A2=input('Cross sectional Area in section of gas
seperator = ');
ratio=input('Ad/Ar ratio = ');
A3=A1*ratio;

vl_downcomer=input('liquid velocity in downcomer =  ');
e1=input('gas hold up in riser = ');
e3=input('gas hold up in gas separator = ');
kla=input('kla of reactor = ');
e2=e1;
%density of liquid phase (1000 kg/m^3))
denst=1000;
%('diameter of bubble (0.005 m))
d_bubble=0.005;
%('surface tension of liquid phase (0.07275 kg/sec^2))
s_tension=0.07275;
Qg_in=input('inlet gas flowrate = ');
Ql_in=input('liquid feed flow rate = ');

tfinal=input('input final time (500)=') ;
del_t=input('input delta_t(0-0.9) = ');
tin=0;
t=tin:del_t:tfinal;
h=del_t;

H2=Hd-H1;

m=input('enter number of interval(CSTRs-in-Series) in
riser = ');
n=input('enter number of interval(CSTRs-in-Series) in
downcomer = ');

H2=Hd-H1;
Vr=A1*H1;
Vtop=A2*H2;
Vd=A3*H1;

V1=Vr/m;
V2=Vtop;
V3=Vd/n;

vl_riser=((1-e3)*A3*vl_downcomer+Ql_in)/((1-e1)*A1);
vl_top=((1-e1)*vl_riser*A1-Ql_in)/((1-e2)*A3);
x=2.14*s_tension/(denst*d_bubble)+(0.505*10*d_bubble);
ub_terminal=sqrt(x);
v_slip=ub_terminal*(1-e1)^0.702;
vg_riser=vl_riser+v_slip;
vg_downcomer=(vg_riser*A1*e1-Qg_in)/(A3*e3);
vg_top=vg_downcomer*e3/e2;

%COEFICIENT OF RISER(CSTR in series)
%At first point of CSTR in series
alpha1=e3*vg_downcomer*Vr*del_t/(2*e1*vl_downcomer*V1);
beta1=A1*vg_riser*Vr*del_t/(2*A3*vl_downcomer*V1);
gamma1=(1-e1)*kla*Vr*del_t/(2*e1*A3*vl_downcomer);
ceta1=Qg_in*Vr*del_t/(e1*A3*vl_downcomer*V1);

coef1=(1-e3)*Vr*del_t/(2*(1-e1)*V1);
coef2=A1*vl_riser*Vr*del_t/(2*A3*vl_downcomer*V1);
coef3=kla*Vr*del_t/(2*A3*vl_downcomer);

%At i=2 to i=m of CSTR in series
alpha1_1=A1*vg_riser*Vr*del_t/(2*A3*vl_downcomer*V1);
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beta1_1=alpha1_1;
gamma1_1=(1-e1)*kla*Vr*del_t/(2*e1*A3*vl_downcomer);

coef1_1=A1*vl_riser*Vr*del_t/(2*A3*vl_downcomer*V1);
coef2_1=coef1_1;
coef3_1=kla*Vr*del_t/(2*A3*vl_downcomer);

%COEFICIENT OF GAS SEPARATOR(CSTR)
alpha2=e1*A1*vg_riser*Vr*del_t/(2*e2*A3*vl_downcomer*V2)
;
beta2=vg_top*Vr*del_t/(2*vl_downcomer*V2);
gamma2=(1-e2)*kla*Vr*del_t/(2*e2*A3*vl_downcomer);
ceta2=Vr*Qg_in*del_t/(2*e2*A3*vl_downcomer*V2);

coef4=(1-e1)*vl_riser*A1*Vr*del_t/(2*A3*(1-
e2)*vl_downcomer*V2);
coef5=vl_top*Vr*del_t/(2*vl_downcomer*V2);
coef6=kla*Vr*del_t/(2*A3*vl_downcomer);
coef_6=Ql_in*Vr*del_t/(2*(1-e2)*A3*vl_downcomer*V2);

%COEFICIENT OF DOWNCOMER(Cstr in series)
%GAS PHASE COEFICIENT
% i=1 first point
alpha3=e2*vg_top*Vr*del_t/(2*e3*vl_downcomer*V3);
beta3=(vg_downcomer*Vr*del_t)/(2*vl_downcomer*V3);
gamma3=(1-e3)*kla*Vr*del_t/(2*e3*A3*vl_downcomer);

% i=2,.....,m
alpha3_1=vg_downcomer*Vr*del_t/(2*vl_downcomer*V3);
beta3_1=alpha3_1;
gamma3_1=gamma3;

%LIQUID PHASE COEFICIENT
% i=1 first point
coef7=(1-e2)*vl_top*Vr*del_t/(2*(1-e3)*vl_downcomer*V3);
coef8=(Vr*del_t)/(2*V3);
coef9=kla*Vr*del_t/(2*A3*vl_downcomer);

%i=2,.....,m
coef7_1=Vr*del_t/(2*V3);
coef8_1=coef7_1;
coef9_1=coef9;

%SET UP INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
for j=1:1:m
   Og_riser(1,j)=1;
end
   Og_top(1,1)=1;
for j=1:1:n
   Og_downcomer(1,j)=1;
end

for j=1:1:m
   Ol_riser(1,j)=0;
end
Ol_top(1,1)=0;
for j=1:1:n
   Ol_downcomer(1,j)=0;
end

%SOLVE FOR OXYGEN RESPONSE
%Programe Beginning

%SET UP INITIAL VALUE IN METRIX A

for i=1:1:2*n+2*m+2
   for j=1:1:2*n+2*m+2
      A(i,j)=0;
   end
end

%SET UP METRIX A IS (2n+4)*(2n+4)
%Metrix A Of CSTR in series in Riser
%First point in gas phase
A(1,1)=1+beta1+gamma1;
A(1,m+1)=-gamma1;
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A(1,2*m+n+2)=-alpha1;

j=2;
k=2;
while j<=m
   if k>=2&k<=m
      A(j,k-1)=-alpha1_1;
      A(j,k)=(1+beta1_1+gamma1_1);
      A(j,k+m)=-gamma1_1;
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end

%First point in liquid phase
A(m+1,1)=-coef3;
A(m+1,m+1)=1+coef2+coef3;
A(m+1,2*m+2*n+2)=-coef1;

j=m+2;
k=m+2;
while j<=2*m
   if k>=m+2&k<=2*m
      A(j,k-1)=-coef1_1;
      A(j,k)=(1+coef2_1+coef3_1);
      A(j,k-m)=-coef3_1;
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end

%Metrix A Of CSTR in Gas seperator
A(2*m+1,m)=-alpha2;
A(2*m+1,2*m+1)=1+beta2+gamma2+ceta2;
A(2*m+1,2*m+2)=-gamma2;
A(2*m+2,2*m)=-coef4;
A(2*m+2,2*m+1)=-coef6;
A(2*m+2,2*m+2)=1+coef5+coef6+coef_6;

%Metrix A Of cstr in series in Downcomer
%First point of tank in series in gas phase
A(2*m+3,2*m+1)=-alpha3;
A(2*m+3,2*m+3)=1+beta3+gamma3;
A(2*m+3,2*m+n+3)=-gamma3;

j=2*m+4;
k=2*m+4;
while j<=2*m+n+2
   if k>=2*m+4&k<=2*m+n+2
      A(j,k-1)=-alpha3_1;
      A(j,k)=1+beta3_1+gamma3_1;
      A(j,k+n)=-gamma3_1;
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end

%First point of tank in series in liquid phase
A(2*m+n+3,2*m+2)=-coef7;
A(2*m+n+3,2*m+n+3)=1+coef8+coef9;
A(2*m+n+3,2*m+3)=-coef9;

j=2*m+n+4;
k=2*m+n+4;
while j<=2*m+2*n+2
   if k>=2*m+n+4&k<=2*m+2*n+2
      A(j,k-1)=-coef7_1;
      A(j,k)=1+coef8_1+coef9_1;
      A(j,k-n)=-coef9_1;
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end

metrixA=[A(1:2*m+2*n+2,1:2*m+2*n+2)];
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% FIND OXYGEN CONCENTRATION WITH TIME

for i=1:length(t)-1;

%SET UP METRIX B

%SET UP METRIX B IN THE PART OF GAS AND LIQUID PHASE IN
RISER

% Gas phase i=1
b(1,1)=(1-beta1-
gamma1)*Og_riser(i,1)+alpha1*Og_downcomer
(i,n)+gamma1*Ol_riser(i,1)+ceta1;

% Gas phase i=2,.....,m
for j=2:1:m
   b(j,1)=alpha1_1*Og_riser(i,j-1)+(1-beta1_1-
gamma1_1)*Og_riser(i,j)+gamma1_1*Ol_riser(i,j);
end

% Liquid phase i=1
b(m+1,1)=(1-coef2-
coef3)*Ol_riser(i,1)+coef1*Ol_downcomer(i,n)+coef3*Og_ri
ser(i,1);

% Liquid phase i=2,.....,m
for j=m+2:1:2*m
   b(j,1)=coef1_1*Ol_riser(i,j-1-m)+(1-coef2_1-
coef3_1)*Ol_riser(i,j-m)+coef3_1*Og_riser(i,j-m);
end

%Gas phase in GAS SEPERATOR

b(2*m+1,1)=(1-beta2-gamma2-
ceta2)*Og_top(i,1)+alpha2*Og_riser(i,m)+gamma2*Ol_top
(i,1);

%LIQUID phase in GAS SEPERATOR

b(2*m+2,1)=(1-coef5-coef6-
coef_6)*Ol_top(i,1)+coef4*Ol_riser(i,m)+coef6*Og_top
(i,1);

%SET UP METRIX B IN THE PART OF GAS PHASE AND LIQUID
PHASE IN DOWNCOMER

% Gas phase i=1
b(2*m+3,1)=(1-beta3-
gamma3)*Og_downcomer(i,1)+alpha3*Og_top(i,1)+gamma3*Ol_d
owncomer(i,1);

% Gas phase i=2,.....,n
for j=2*m+4:1:2*m+n+2
   b(j,1)=alpha3_1*Og_downcomer(i,j-1-(2*m+2))+(1-
beta3_1-gamma3_1)*Og_downcomer(i,j-
(2*m+2))+gamma3_1*Ol_downcomer(i,j-(2*m+2));
end

% Liquid phase i=1
b(2*m+n+3,1)=(1-coef8-coef9)*Ol_downcomer
(i,1)+coef7*Ol_top(i,1)+coef9*Og_downcomer(i,1);

% Liquid phase i=2,.....,n
for j=2*m+n+4:1:2*m+2*n+2
   b(j,1)=coef7_1*Ol_downcomer(i,j-1-(2*m+n+2))+(1-
coef8_1-coef9_1)*Ol_downcomer(i,j-
(2*m+n+2))+coef9_1*Og_downcomer(i,j-(2*m+n+2));
end

B=[b(1:2*m+2*n+2,1)];

O(1:2*m+2*n+2,1)=inv(metrixA)*B;

for j=1:1:m
   Og_riser(i+1,j)=O(j,1);
end
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for j=m+1:1:2*m
   Ol_riser(i+1,j-m)=O(j,1);
end

Og_top(i+1,1)=O(2*m+1,1);
Ol_top(i+1,1)=O(2*m+2,1);

for j=2*m+3:1:2*m+n+2
   Og_downcomer(i+1,j-(2*m+2))=O(j,1);
end

for j=2*m+n+3:1:2*m+2*n+2
   Ol_downcomer(i+1,j-(2*m+n+2))=O(j,1);
end

if floor((i-1)/500)==ceil((i-1)/500)
   fprintf('i=%f \n',i);
end

end

   k=1;
   for i=1:length(t)-1
      if floor((i-1)/20)==ceil((i-1)/20)
         Olrn(k,1) = Ol_riser(i,m) ;
         k = k+1;
      end %if
   end %for i
save tankinseries Olrn -ascii;

if m==1&n==1
   figure(1)
   plot(t,Ol_riser,'r');
   xlabel('time ');
   ylabel('concentration of Ol_r ');
   grid on

   figure(2)
   plot(t,Og_riser,'b');
   xlabel('time ');
   ylabel('concentration of Og_r ');
   grid on

   figure(3)
   plot(t,Ol_top,'r');
   xlabel('time ');
   ylabel('concentration of Ol_t ');
   grid on

   figure(4)
   plot(t,Og_top,'b');
   xlabel('time ');
   ylabel('concentration of Og_t ');
   grid on

   figure(5)
   plot(t,Ol_downcomer,'r');
   xlabel('time ');
   ylabel('concentration of Ol_d ');
   grid on

   figure(6)
   plot(t,Og_downcomer,'b');
   xlabel('time ');
   ylabel('concentration of Og_d ');
   grid on

else
   figure(1)
   plot(t,Ol_riser,'r');
   title('Ol riser');
   xlabel('time ');
   ylabel('concentration of Ol_r ');
   grid on
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   figure(2)
   if m==1
      plot(t,Og_riser,'r');
      title('Og riser');
      xlabel('time ');
      ylabel('concentration of Og_r ');
      grid on
   else
      figure(2)
      plot(t,Og_riser,'r');
      title('Og riser');
      xlabel('time ');
      ylabel('concentration of Og_r ');
      grid on
      figure(3)
      mesh(Og_riser);
      title('Og riser');
      grid on
   end

   figure(4)
   subplot(211);plot(t,Ol_top,'r');
   ylabel('concentration of Ol_t ');
   grid on
   subplot(212);plot(t,Og_top,'b');
   xlabel('time ');
   ylabel('concentration of Og_t ');
   grid on

   figure(5)
   plot(t,Ol_downcomer,'r');
   title('Ol downcomer');
   xlabel('time ');
   ylabel('concentration of Ol_d ');
   grid on

   figure(6)

   if n==1
      plot(t,Og_downcomer,'r');
      title('Og downcomer');
      xlabel('time ');
      ylabel('concentration of Og_d ');
      grid on
   else
      figure(6)
      plot(t,Og_downcomer,'r');
      title('Og downcomer');
      xlabel('time ');
      ylabel('concentration of Og_d ');
      grid on
      figure(7)
      mesh(Og_downcomer);
      title('Og downcomer');
      grid on
   end
end

#----------------END-------------------------
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#------------------------------------------------------

%File Name:DISPERSION MODEL 1
%Programe PFR with or without Dispersion term in RISER
and DOWNCOMER
%Discretisation by Crank-Nicholson method

#------------------------------------------------------

clear

H1=input('Unaereated Height in reactor (Riser and
Downcomer) = ');
Hd=input('Dispersion Height in reactor = ');
A1=input('Cross sectional Area in section of Riser = ');
A2=input('Cross sectional Area in section of gas
seperator = ');
ratio=input('Ad/Ar ratio = ');
A3=A1*ratio;

vl_downcomer=input('liquid velocity in downcomer =  ');
e1=input('gas hold up in riser = ');
e3=input('gas hold up in gas separator = ');
kla=input('kla of reactor = ');
e2=e1;
%density of liquid phase (1000 kg/m^3))
denst=1000;
%('diameter of bubble (0.005 m))
d_bubble=0.005;
%('surface tension of liquid phase (0.07275 kg/sec^2))
s_tension=0.07275;
Qg_in=input('inlet gas flowrate = ');
Ql_in=input('liquid feed flow rate = ');
m=input('enter number of interval(PFR) in riser m= ');
n=input('enter number of interval(PFR) in downcomer n=
');
disp1=input('gas phase dispersion coefficient in riser
of the contactor = ');

disp2=input('liquid phase dispersion coefficient in
riser of the contactor = ');
del_z1=1/m;
disp3=input('gas phase dispersion coefficient in
downcomer of the contactor = ');
disp4=input('liquid phase dispersion coefficient in
downcomer of the contactor = ');
del_z2=1/n;

tfinal=input('input final time =') ;
del_t=input('input step size of time = ');
tin=0;
t=tin:del_t:tfinal;

H=H1;
H2=Hd-H1;
V1=A1*H1;
V2=A2*H2;
V3=A3*H1;

vl_riser=((1-e3)*A3*vl_downcomer+Ql_in)/((1-e1)*A1);
vl_top=((1-e1)*vl_riser*A1-Ql_in)/((1-e2)*A3);
x=2.14*s_tension/(denst*d_bubble)+(0.505*10*d_bubble);
ub_terminal=sqrt(x);
v_slip=ub_terminal*(1-e1)^0.702;
vg_riser=vl_riser+v_slip;
vg_downcomer=(vg_riser*A1*e1-Qg_in)/(A3*e3);
vg_top=vg_downcomer*e3/e2;

Q=Qg_in/(A3*e3);
vg_r=(vg_riser*A1*e1)/(A3*e3);
V=V1+V2+V3;
time=V1/(A3*vl_downcomer);

t_factor=V1/(A3*vl_downcomer);
z_factor=1/H;

%COEFICIENT OF RISER(PFR)
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%GAS PHASE COEFICIENT
alpha1=(disp1*(z_factor^2)*t_factor*del_t)/
(del_z1*del_z1);
beta1=-(vg_riser*z_factor*t_factor*del_t)/del_z1;
gamma1=((1-e1)/e1)*kla*t_factor*del_t;
if alpha1~=0
   COEFA1=alpha1;
   COEFB1=2+(2*alpha1)+beta1+gamma1;
   COEFC1=alpha1+beta1;
   COEFD1=2-beta1-(2*alpha1)-gamma1;
   COEFE1=gamma1;
else
   COEFB1=2-beta1+gamma1;
   COEFC1=beta1;
   COEFD1=2+beta1-gamma1;
   COEFE1=gamma1;
end

%LIQUID PHASE COEFICIENT
coef1=-(vl_riser*z_factor*t_factor*del_t)/(del_z1);
coef2=(disp2*(z_factor^2)*t_factor*del_t)/
(del_z1*del_z1);
coef3=kla*t_factor*del_t;
if coef2~=0
   COEFA2=coef2;
   COEFB2=2+(2*coef2)+coef1+coef3;
   COEFC2=coef1+coef2;
   COEFD2=2-(2*coef2)-coef1-coef3;
   COEFE2=coef3;
else
   COEFB2=2-coef1+coef3;
   COEFC2=coef1;
   COEFD2=2+coef1-coef3;
   COEFE2=coef3;
end

%COEFICIENT OF GAS SEPARATOR(CSTR)
alpha2=e1*A1*vg_riser*t_factor*del_t/(2*e2*V2);

beta2=vg_top*A3*t_factor*del_t/(2*V2);
gamma2=(1-e2)*kla*t_factor*del_t/(2*e2);
ceta2=Qg_in*t_factor*del_t/(2*e2*V2);

coef4=(1-e1)*vl_riser*A1*t_factor*del_t/(2*(1-e2)*V2);
coef5=A3*vl_top*t_factor*del_t/(2*V2);
coef6=kla*t_factor*del_t/2;
coef_6=Ql_in*t_factor*del_t/(2*(1-e2)*V2);

%COEFICIENT OF DOWNCOMER(PFR)
%GAS PHASE COEFICIENT
alpha3=(disp3*(z_factor^2)*t_factor*del_t)/
(del_z2*del_z2);
beta3=-(vg_downcomer*z_factor*t_factor*del_t)/(del_z2);
gamma3=((1-e3)/e3)*kla*t_factor*del_t;
if alpha3~=0
   COEFA3=alpha3;
   COEFB3=2+(2*alpha3)+beta3+gamma3;
   COEFC3=alpha3+beta3;
   COEFD3=2-beta3-(2*alpha3)-gamma3;
   COEFE3=gamma3;
else
   COEFB3=2-beta3+gamma3;
   COEFC3=beta3;
   COEFD3=2+beta3-gamma3;
   COEFE3=gamma3;
end

%LIQUID PHASE COEFICIENT
coef7=-(vl_downcomer*z_factor*t_factor*del_t)/(del_z2);
coef8=(disp4*(z_factor^2)*t_factor*del_t)/
(del_z2*del_z2);
coef9=kla*t_factor*del_t;
if coef8~=0
   COEFA4=coef8;
   COEFB4=2+(2*coef8)+coef7+coef9;
   COEFC4=coef7+coef8;
   COEFD4=2-(2*coef8)-coef7-coef9;
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   COEFE4=coef9;
else
   COEFB4=2-coef7+coef9;
   COEFC4=coef7;
   COEFD4=2+coef7-coef9;
   COEFE4=coef9;
end

%SET UP INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
for j=1:1:m
   Og_riser(1,j)=1;
end

Og_top(1,1)=1;

for j=1:1:n
   Og_downcomer(1,j)=1;
end

for j=1:1:m
   Ol_riser(1,j)=0;
end

Ol_top(1,1)=0;

for j=1:1:n
   Ol_downcomer(1,j)=0;
end

%SOLVE FOR OXYGEN RESPONSE
%Programe Beginning
%SET UP INITIAL VALUE IN METRIX A
for i=1:1:2*n+2*m+2
   for j=1:1:2*n+2*m+2
      A(i,j)=0;
   end
end

%SET UP METRIX A IS (2m+2n+2)*(2m+2n+2)
%Metrix A OF PFR in Riser
% PFR in gas phase
%First point of PFR in gas phase
A(1,1)=e1*A1*vg_riser;
A(1,2*m+n+2)=-e3*A3*vg_downcomer;

j=2;
k=1;
while j<=m-1
   if k>=1&k<=m-2
      if alpha1~=0
         A(j,k)=-COEFA1;
         A(j,k+1)=COEFB1;
         A(j,k+2)=-COEFC1;
         A(j,k+1+m)=-COEFE1;
      else
         A(j,k)=COEFC1;
         A(j,k+1)=COEFB1;
         A(j,k+1+m)=-COEFE1;
      end
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end

%End point of PFR in gas phase
A(m,m-1)=-1;
A(m,m)=1;

%First point of PFR in liquid phase
A(m+1,m+1)=-(1-e1)*A1*vl_riser;
A(m+1,2*m+2*n+2)=(1-e3)*A3*vl_downcomer;

j=m+2;
k=m+1;
while j<=2*m-1
   if k>=m+1&k<=2*m-2
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      if coef2~=0
         A(j,k)=-COEFA2;
         A(j,k+1)=COEFB2;
         A(j,k+2)=-COEFC2;
         A(j,k+1-m)=-COEFE2;
      else
         A(j,k)=COEFC2;
         A(j,k+1)=COEFB2;
         A(j,k+1-m)=-COEFE2;
      end
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end

%End point of PFR in liquid phase
A(2*m,2*m-1)=-1;
A(2*m,2*m)=1;

%Metrix A Of CSTR in Gas seperator
A(2*m+1,m)=-alpha2;
A(2*m+1,2*m+1)=1+beta2+gamma2+ceta2;
A(2*m+1,2*m+2)=-gamma2;
A(2*m+2,2*m)=-coef4;
A(2*m+2,2*m+1)=-coef6;
A(2*m+2,2*m+2)=1+coef5+coef6+coef_6;

%Metrix A Of PFR in Downcomer
%First point of PFR in gas phase
A(2*m+3,2*m+1)=-1;
A(2*m+3,2*m+3)=1;

j=2*m+4;
k=2*m+3;
while j<=2*m+n+1
   if k>=2*m+3&k<=2*m+n
      if alpha3~=0
         A(j,k)=-COEFA3;

         A(j,k+1)=COEFB3;
         A(j,k+2)=-COEFC3;
         A(j,k+1+n)=-COEFE3;
      else
         A(j,k)=COEFC3;
         A(j,k+1)=COEFB3;
         A(j,k+1+n)=-COEFE3;
      end
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end
%End point of PFR in gas phase
A(2*m+n+2,2*m+n+1)=-1;
A(2*m+n+2,2*m+n+2)=1;

%First point of PFR in liquid phase
A(2*m+n+3,2*m+2)=-1;
A(2*m+n+3,2*m+n+3)=1;

j=2*m+n+4;
k=2*m+n+3;
while j<=2*m+2*n+1
   if k>=2*m+n+3&k<=2*m+2*n
      if coef8~=0
         A(j,k)=-COEFA4;
         A(j,k+1)=COEFB4;
         A(j,k+2)=-COEFC4;
         A(j,k+1-n)=-COEFE4;
      else
         A(j,k)=COEFC4;
         A(j,k+1)=COEFB4;
         A(j,k+1-n)=-COEFE4;
      end
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end
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%End point of PFR in liquid phase
A(2*m+2*n+2,2*m+2*n+1)=-1;
A(2*m+2*n+2,2*m+2*n+2)=1;

metrixA=[A(1:2*m+2*n+2,1:2*m+2*n+2)];

%SET UP METRIX B
%SET UP METRIX B IN THE PART OF GAS PHASE IN RISER

for i=1:length(t)-1;

   b(1,1)=(2*Qg_in)+(e3*A3*vg_downcomer*Og_downcomer
(i,n))-(e1*A1*vg_riser*Og_riser(i,1));

for j=2:1:m-1
   if alpha1~=0
      b(j,1)=(COEFC1*Og_riser(i,j+1))+(COEFD1*Og_riser
(i,j))+COEFA1*Og_riser(i,j-1)+(COEFE1*Ol_riser(i,j));
   else
      b(j,1)=(-COEFC1*Og_riser(i,j-1))+(COEFD1*Og_riser
(i,j))+(COEFE1*Ol_riser(i,j));
   end
end

b(m,1)=Og_riser(i,m-1)-Og_riser(i,m);

%SET UP METRIX B IN THE PART OF LIQUID PHASE IN RISER
b(m+1,1)=((1-e1)*A1*vl_riser*Ol_riser(i,1))-((1-
e3)*A3*vl_downcomer*Ol_downcomer(i,n));

for j=m+2:1:2*m-1
   if coef2~=0
      b(j,1)=(COEFC2*Ol_riser(i,j+1-m))+(COEFD2*Ol_riser
(i,j-m))+(COEFA2*Ol_riser(i,j-1-m))+(COEFE2*Og_riser
(i,j-m));
   else

      b(j,1)=(-COEFC2*Ol_riser(i,j-1-m))+
(COEFD2*Ol_riser(i,j-m))+(COEFE2*Og_riser(i,j-m));
   end
end

b(2*m,1)=Ol_riser(i,m-1)-Ol_riser(i,m);

%Gas phase in GAS SEPERATOR
b(2*m+1,1)=(1-beta2-gamma2-
ceta2)*Og_top(i,1)+alpha2*Og_riser(i,m)+gamma2*Ol_top
(i,1);
%LIQUID phase in GAS SEPERATOR
b(2*m+2,1)=(1-coef5-coef6-
coef_6)*Ol_top(i,1)+coef4*Ol_riser(i,m)+coef6*Og_top
(i,1);

%SET UP METRIX B IN THE PART OF GAS PHASE IN DOWNCOMER
b(2*m+3,1)=Og_top(i,1)-Og_downcomer(i,1);

for j=2*m+4:1:2*m+n+1
   if alpha3~=0
      b(j,1)=(COEFC3*Og_downcomer(i,j+1-(2*m+2)))+
(COEFD3*Og_downcomer(i,j-(2*m+2)))+(COEFA3*Og_downcomer
(i,j-1-(2*m+2)))+(COEFE3*Ol_downcomer(i,j-(2*m+2)));
   else
      b(j,1)=(-COEFC3*Og_downcomer(i,j-1-(2*m+2)))+
(COEFD3*Og_downcomer(i,j-(2*m+2)))+(COEFE3*Ol_downcomer
(i,j-(2*m+2)));
   end
end

b(2*m+n+2,1)=Og_downcomer(i,n-1)-Og_downcomer(i,n);

%SET UP METRIX B IN THE PART OF LIQUID PHASE IN
DOWNCOMER
b(2*m+n+3,1)=Ol_top(i,1)-Ol_downcomer(i,1);

for j=2*m+n+4:1:2*m+2*n+1
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   if coef8~=0
      b(j,1)=(COEFC4*Ol_downcomer(i,j+1-(2*m+n+2)))+
(COEFD4*Ol_downcomer(i,j-
(2*m+n+2)))+(COEFA4*Ol_downcomer(i,j-1-(2*m+n+2)))+
(COEFE4*Og_downcomer(i,j-(2*m+n+2)));
   else
      b(j,1)=(-COEFC4*Ol_downcomer(i,j-1-(2*m+n+2)))+
(COEFD4*Ol_downcomer(i,j-
(2*m+n+2)))+(COEFE4*Og_downcomer(i,j-(2*m+n+2)));
   end
end

b(2*m+2*n+2,1)=Ol_downcomer(i,n-1)-Ol_downcomer(i,n);

B=[b(1:2*m+2*n+2,1)];

O(1:2*m+2*n+2,1)=inv(metrixA)*B;

for j=1:1:m
   Og_riser(i+1,j)=O(j,1);
end

for j=m+1:1:2*m
   Ol_riser(i+1,j-m)=O(j,1);
end

%Olr(i+1,1)=O(2*m,1);
Og_top(i+1,1)=O(2*m+1,1);
Ol_top(i+1,1)=O(2*m+2,1);

for j=2*m+3:1:2*m+n+2
   Og_downcomer(i+1,j-(2*m+2))=O(j,1);
end

for j=2*m+n+3:1:2*m+2*n+2
   Ol_downcomer(i+1,j-(2*m+n+2))=O(j,1);
end

if floor((i-1)/300)==ceil((i-1)/300)
   fprintf('i=%f \n',i);
end

end

   k=1;
   for i=1:length(t)-1
      if floor((i-1)/50)==ceil((i-1)/50)
         Olrm(k,1) = Ol_riser(i,m) ;
         Olt(k,1) = Ol_top(i,1) ;
         Oldn(k,1) = Ol_downcomer(i,n) ;
         k = k+1;
      end
   end

   k=1;
   for i=1:1:40
      if floor((i-1)/2)==ceil((i-1)/2)
         Ogr_1(k,1) = Og_riser(i,1) ;
         Ogr_5(k,1) = Og_riser(i,5) ;
         Ogr_15(k,1) = Og_riser(i,m) ;
         Ogt1(k,1) = Og_top(i,1) ;
         Ogd_1(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,1) ;
         Ogd_5(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,5) ;
         Ogd_15(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,n);
         k = k+1;
      end
   end

   k=1;
   for i=41:length(t)-1
      if floor((i-1)/50)==ceil((i-1)/50)
         Ogr_11(k,1) = Og_riser(i,1) ;
         Ogr_55(k,1) = Og_riser(i,5) ;
         Ogr_m15(k,1) = Og_riser(i,m) ;
         Ogt2(k,1) = Og_top(i,1) ;
         Ogd_11(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,1) ;
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         Ogd_55(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,5) ;
         Ogd_m15(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,n);
         k = k+1;
      end
   end

save Ogr_1 Ogr_1 -ascii;
save Ogr_11 Ogr_11 -ascii;
save Ogr_5 Ogr_5 -ascii;
save Ogr_55 Ogr_55 -ascii;
save Ogr_15 Ogr_15 -ascii;
save Ogr_m15 Ogr_m15 -ascii;
save Ogt1 Ogt1 -ascii;
save Ogt2 Ogt2 -ascii;
save Ogd_1 Ogd_1 -ascii;
save Ogd_11 Ogd_11 -ascii;
save Ogd_5 Ogd_5 -ascii;
save Ogd_55 Ogd_55 -ascii;
save Ogd_15 Ogd_15 -ascii;
save Ogd_m15 Ogd_m15 -ascii;

figure(1)
plot(t,Ol_riser,'r');
title('Ol riser  ');
xlabel('time(-) ');
ylabel('concentration of Ol_r(-) ');
grid on

figure(2)
plot(t,Og_riser,'r');
title('Figure 4.3.3A  ');
xlabel('T [s] ');
ylabel('Dimensionless oxygen concentration ');
grid on

figure(3)
plot(t,Ol_top,'r');
ylabel('concentration of Ol_t ');

grid on

figure(4)
plot(t,Og_top,'b');
title('Figure 4.3.3B ');
xlabel('T [s] ');
ylabel('Dimensionless oxygen concentration ');
grid on

figure(5)
plot(t,Ol_downcomer,'r');
title('Ol downcomer');
xlabel('time ');
ylabel('concentration of Ol_d ');
grid on

figure(6)
plot(t,Og_downcomer,'r');
title('Figure 4.3.3C ');
xlabel('T [s] ');
ylabel('Dimensionless oxygen concentration ');
grid on

#---------------------END------------------------
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#-----------------------------------------------------

%File Name:DISPERSION MODEL 2
%Programe PFR with or without Dispersion term in RISER
and DOWNCOMER
%Discretisation by Implicit method

#-----------------------------------------------------

clear

H1=input('Unaereated Height in reactor (Riser and
Downcomer) = ');
Hd=input('Dispersion Height in reactor = ');
A1=input('Cross sectional Area in section of Riser = ');
A2=input('Cross sectional Area in section of gas
seperator = ');
ratio=input('Ad/Ar ratio = ');
A3=A1*ratio;

vl_downcomer=input('liquid velocity in downcomer =  ');
e1=input('gas hold up in riser = ');
e3=input('gas hold up in gas separator = ');
kla=input('kla of reactor = ');
e2=e1;
denst=input('density of liquid phase (1000 kg/m^3)');
d_bubble=input('diameter of bubble (0.005 m)');
s_tension=input('surface tension of liquid phase
(0.07275 kg/sec^2)');
Qg_in=input('inlet gas flowrate = ');
Ql_in=input('liquid feed flow rate = ');
m=input('enter number of interval(Dispersion model) in
riser m= ');
n=input('enter number of interval(Dispersion model) in
downcomer n= ');
disp1=input('gas phase dispersion coefficient in riser
of the contactor = ');

disp2=input('liquid phase dispersion coefficient in
riser of the contactor = ');
del_z1=1/m;
disp3=input('gas phase dispersion coefficient in
downcomer of the contactor = ');
disp4=input('liquid phase dispersion coefficient in
downcomer of the contactor = ');
del_z2=1/n;

tfinal=input('input final time =') ;
del_t=input('input step size of time = ');
tin=0;
t=tin:del_t:tfinal;

H2=Hd-H1;
V1=A1*H1;
V2=A2*H2;
V3=A3*H1;

vl_riser=((1-e3)*A3*vl_downcomer+Ql_in)/((1-e1)*A1);
vl_top=((1-e1)*vl_riser*A1-Ql_in)/((1-e2)*A3);
x=2.14*s_tension/(denst*d_bubble)+(0.505*10*d_bubble);
ub_terminal=sqrt(x);
v_slip=ub_terminal*(1-e1)^0.702;
vg_riser=vl_riser+v_slip;
vg_downcomer=(vg_riser*A1*e1-Qg_in)/(A3*e3);
vg_top=vg_downcomer*e3/e2;

Q=Qg_in/(A3*e3);
vg_r=(vg_riser*A1*e1)/(A3*e3);
V=V1+V2+V3;
time=V1/(A3*vl_downcomer);

t_factor=V1/(A3*vl_downcomer);
z_factor=1/H1;

%COEFICIENT OF RISER
%GAS PHASE COEFICIENT
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beta1=-(vg_riser*z_factor*t_factor*del_t)/(2*del_z1);
alpha1=(disp1*(z_factor^2)*t_factor*del_t)/(del_z1^2);
gamma1=((1-e1)/e1)*kla*t_factor*del_t;
if alpha1~=0
   COEFA1=beta1-alpha1;
   COEFB1=1+(2*alpha1)+gamma1;
   COEFC1=alpha1+beta1;
   COEFD1=gamma1;
else
   COEFA1=beta1;
   COEFB1=1+gamma1;
   COEFC1=beta1;
   COEFD1=gamma1;
end

%LIQUID PHASE COEFICIENT
coef1=-(vl_riser*z_factor*t_factor*del_t)/(2*del_z1);
coef2=(disp2*(z_factor^2)*t_factor*del_t)/(del_z1^2);
coef3=kla*t_factor*del_t;
if coef2~=0
   COEFA2=coef3;
   COEFB2=coef1-coef2;
   COEFC2=1+(2*coef2)+coef3;
   COEFD2=coef1+coef2;
else
   COEFA2=coef3;
   COEFB2=coef1;
   COEFC2=1+coef3;
   COEFD2=coef1;
end

%COEFICIENT OF GAS SEPARATOR
alpha2=e1*A1*vg_riser*t_factor*del_t/(e2*V2);
beta2=A3*vg_top*t_factor*del_t/V2;
gamma2=(1-e2)*kla*t_factor*del_t/e2;
ceta2=Qg_in*t_factor*del_t/(e2*V2);

coef4=(1-e1)*vl_riser*A1*t_factor*del_t/((1-e2)*V2);

coef5=A3*vl_top*t_factor*del_t/V2;
coef6=kla*t_factor*del_t;
coef_6=Ql_in*t_factor*del_t/((1-e2)*V2);

%COEFICIENT OF DOWNCOMER
%GAS PHASE COEFICIENT
beta3=-(vg_downcomer*z_factor*t_factor*del_t)/
(2*del_z2);
alpha3=(disp3*(z_factor^2)*t_factor*del_t)/(del_z2^2);
gamma3=((1-e3)/e3)*kla*t_factor*del_t;
if alpha3~=0
   COEFA3=beta3-alpha3;
   COEFB3=1+2*alpha3+gamma3;
   COEFC3=alpha3+beta3;
   COEFD3=gamma3;
else
   COEFA3=beta3;
   COEFB3=1+gamma3;
   COEFC3=beta3;
   COEFD3=gamma3;
end

%LIQUID PHASE COEFICIENT
coef7=-(vl_downcomer*z_factor*t_factor*del_t)/
(2*del_z2);
coef8=(disp4*(z_factor^2)*t_factor*del_t)/(del_z2^2);
coef9=kla*t_factor*del_t;
if coef8~=0
   COEFA4=coef9;
   COEFB4=coef7-coef8;
   COEFC4=1+2*coef8+coef9;
   COEFD4=coef7+coef8;
else
   COEFA4=coef9;
   COEFB4=coef7;
   COEFC4=1+coef9;
   COEFD4=coef7;
end
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%SET UP INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
for j=1:1:m
   Og_riser(1,j)=0;
end

Og_top(1,1)=0;

for j=1:1:n
   Og_downcomer(1,j)=0;
end

for j=1:1:m
   Ol_riser(1,j)=0;
end

Ol_top(1,1)=0;

for j=1:1:n
   Ol_downcomer(1,j)=0;
end

%SOLVE FOR OXYGEN RESPONSE
%Programe Beginning
%SET UP INITIAL VALUE IN METRIX A
for i=1:1:2*n+2*m+2
   for j=1:1:2*n+2*m+2
      A(i,j)=0;
   end
end

%SET UP METRIX A IS (2m+2n+2)*(2m+2n+2)
%Metrix A OF Dispersion model

%Riser
%First point of Dispersion model in gas phase
A(1,1)=e1*A1*vg_riser;
A(1,2*m+n+2)=-e3*A3*vg_downcomer;

j=2;
k=1;
while j<=m-1
   if k>=1&k<=m-2
         A(j,k)=COEFA1;
         A(j,k+1)=COEFB1;
         A(j,k+2)=-COEFC1;
         A(j,k+1+m)=-COEFD1;
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end

%End point of Dispersion model in gas phase
A(m,m-1)=-1;
A(m,m)=1;

%First point of Dispersion model in liquid phase
A(m+1,m+1)=-(1-e1)*A1*vl_riser;
A(m+1,2*m+2*n+2)=(1-e3)*A3*vl_downcomer;

j=m+2;
k=m+1;
while j<=2*m-1
   if k>=m+1&k<=2*m-2
         A(j,k)=COEFB2;
         A(j,k+1)=COEFC2;
         A(j,k+2)=-COEFD2;
         A(j,k+1-m)=-COEFA2;
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end

%End point of Dispersion model in liquid phase
A(2*m,2*m-1)=-1;
A(2*m,2*m)=1;
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%Metrix A Of Dispersion model in Gas seperator
A(2*m+1,m)=-alpha2;
A(2*m+1,2*m+1)=1+beta2+gamma2+ceta2;
A(2*m+1,2*m+2)=-gamma2;
A(2*m+2,2*m)=-coef4;
A(2*m+2,2*m+1)=-coef6;
A(2*m+2,2*m+2)=1+coef5+coef6+coef_6;

%Metrix A Of Dispersion model in Downcomer
%First point of Dispersion model in gas phase
A(2*m+3,2*m+1)=-1;
A(2*m+3,2*m+3)=1;

j=2*m+4;
k=2*m+3;
while j<=2*m+n+1
   if k>=2*m+3&k<=2*m+n
        A(j,k)=COEFA3;
         A(j,k+1)=COEFB3;
         A(j,k+2)=-COEFC3;
         A(j,k+1+n)=-COEFD3;
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end
%End point of Dispersion model in gas phase
A(2*m+n+2,2*m+n+1)=-1;
A(2*m+n+2,2*m+n+2)=1;

%First point of Dispersion model in liquid phase
A(2*m+n+3,2*m+2)=-1;
A(2*m+n+3,2*m+n+3)=1;

j=2*m+n+4;
k=2*m+n+3;
while j<=2*m+2*n+1
   if k>=2*m+n+3&k<=2*m+2*n

         A(j,k)=COEFB4;
         A(j,k+1)=COEFC4;
         A(j,k+2)=-COEFD4;
         A(j,k+1-n)=-COEFA4;
   end
   j=j+1;
   k=k+1;
end

%End point of PFR in liquid phase
A(2*m+2*n+2,2*m+2*n+1)=-1;
A(2*m+2*n+2,2*m+2*n+2)=1;

metrixA=[A(1:2*m+2*n+2,1:2*m+2*n+2)];

%SET UP METRIX B
%SET UP METRIX B IN THE PART OF GAS PHASE IN RISER
% i=time, j=position

for i=1:length(t)-1;

   b(1,1)=Qg_in;

for j=2:1:m-1
      b(j,1)=Og_riser(i,j);
end

b(m,1)=0;

%SET UP METRIX B IN THE PART OF LIQUID PHASE IN RISER
b(m+1,1)=0;

for j=m+2:1:2*m-1
      b(j,1)=Ol_riser(i,j-m);
end

b(2*m,1)=0;
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%Gas phase in GAS SEPERATOR
b(2*m+1,1)=Og_top(i,1);
%LIQUID phase in GAS SEPERATOR
b(2*m+2,1)=Ol_top(i,1);

%SET UP METRIX B IN THE PART OF GAS PHASE IN DOWNCOMER
b(2*m+3,1)=0;

for j=2*m+4:1:2*m+n+1
      b(j,1)=Og_downcomer(i,j-(2*m+2));
end

b(2*m+n+2,1)=0;

%SET UP METRIX B IN THE PART OF LIQUID PHASE IN
DOWNCOMER
b(2*m+n+3,1)=0;

for j=2*m+n+4:1:2*m+2*n+1
      b(j,1)=Ol_downcomer(i,j-(2*m+n+2));
end

b(2*m+2*n+2,1)=0;

B=[b(1:2*m+2*n+2,1)];

O(1:2*m+2*n+2,1)=inv(metrixA)*B;

for j=1:1:m
   Og_riser(i+1,j)=O(j,1);
end

for j=m+1:1:2*m
   Ol_riser(i+1,j-m)=O(j,1);
end

%Olr(i+1,1)=O(2*m,1);
Og_top(i+1,1)=O(2*m+1,1);

Ol_top(i+1,1)=O(2*m+2,1);

for j=2*m+3:1:2*m+n+2
   Og_downcomer(i+1,j-(2*m+2))=O(j,1);
end

for j=2*m+n+3:1:2*m+2*n+2
   Ol_downcomer(i+1,j-(2*m+n+2))=O(j,1);
end

if floor((i)/300)==ceil((i)/300)
   fprintf('i=%f \n',i);
end

end

   k=1;
   for i=1:length(t)-1
      if floor((i)/50)==ceil((i)/50)
         Olrm(k,1) = Ol_riser(i,m) ;
         Olt(k,1) = Ol_top(i,1) ;
         Oldn(k,1) = Ol_downcomer(i,n) ;
         k = k+1;
      end
   end

   k=1;
   for i=1:1:40
      if floor((i))==ceil((i))
         Ogr_1(k,1) = Og_riser(i,1) ;
         Ogr_5(k,1) = Og_riser(i,5) ;
         Ogr_15(k,1) = Og_riser(i,m) ;
         Ogt1(k,1) = Og_top(i,1) ;
         Ogd_1(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,1) ;
         Ogd_5(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,5) ;
         Ogd_15(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,n);
         k = k+1;
      end
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   end

   k=1;
   for i=41:length(t)-1
      if floor((i)/50)==ceil((i)/50)
         Ogr_11(k,1) = Og_riser(i,1) ;
         Ogr_55(k,1) = Og_riser(i,5) ;
         Ogr_m15(k,1) = Og_riser(i,m) ;
         Ogt2(k,1) = Og_top(i,1) ;
         Ogd_11(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,1) ;
         Ogd_55(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,5) ;
         Ogd_m15(k,1) = Og_downcomer(i,n);
         k = k+1;
      end
   end

save Ogr_1 Ogr_1 -ascii;
save Ogr_11 Ogr_11 -ascii;
save Ogr_5 Ogr_5 -ascii;
save Ogr_55 Ogr_55 -ascii;
save Ogr_15 Ogr_15 -ascii;
save Ogr_m15 Ogr_m15 -ascii;

save Ogt1 Ogt1 -ascii;
save Ogt2 Ogt2 -ascii;

save Ogd_1 Ogd_1 -ascii;
save Ogd_11 Ogd_11 -ascii;
save Ogd_5 Ogd_5 -ascii;
save Ogd_55 Ogd_55 -ascii;
save Ogd_15 Ogd_15 -ascii;
save Ogd_m15 Ogd_m15 -ascii;

ratio=A3/A1;
fprintf('Value of t = %0.4f\n',time);
fprintf('Value of Ad/Ar = %0.3f\n',ratio);

fprintf('Value of Ad = %0.5f\n',A3);
fprintf('Value of Ar = %0.5f\n',A1);
fprintf('Value of V1 = %0.5f\n',V1);
fprintf('Value of V2 = %0.5f\n',V2);
fprintf('Value of V3 = %0.5f\n',V3);
fprintf('Value of V = %0.5f\n',V);
fprintf('Value of vg_r = %0.3f\n',vg_r);
fprintf('Value of Q = %0.4f\n',Q);
fprintf('Value of v_slip = %0.3f\n',v_slip);
fprintf('Value of vg_riser = %0.3f\n',vg_riser);
fprintf('Value of vg_top = %0.3f\n',vg_top);
fprintf('Value of vg_downcomer = %0.3f\n',vg_downcomer);
fprintf('Value of vl_riser = %0.3f\n',vl_riser);
fprintf('Value of vl_top = %0.3f\n',vl_top);
fprintf('Value of vl_downcomer = %0.3f\n',vl_downcomer);

figure(1)
plot(t,Ol_riser,'r');
title('Ol riser  ');
xlabel('T [-] ');
ylabel('Dimensionless oxygen concentration ');
grid on

figure(2)
plot(t,Og_riser,'r');
title('Figure 4.3.3A  ');
xlabel('T [-] ');
ylabel('Dimensionless oxygen concentration ');
grid on

figure(3)
plot(t,Ol_top,'r');
xlabel('T [-] ');
ylabel('Dimensionless oxygen concentration ');
grid on

figure(4)
plot(t,Og_top,'b');
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title('Figure 4.3.3B ');
xlabel('T [-] ');
ylabel('Dimensionless oxygen concentration ');
grid on

figure(5)
plot(t,Ol_downcomer,'r');
title('Ol downcomer');
xlabel('T [-] ');
ylabel('Dimensionless oxygen concentration ');
grid on

figure(6)
plot(t,Og_downcomer,'r');
title('Figure 4.3.3C ');
xlabel('T [-] ');
ylabel('Dimensionless oxygen concentration ');
grid on

#---------------------END------------------------
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